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OUTSTANDING- COVER - N0.10. 

we wish this cover £ran Sir Jolm Wilson's collection could b.e reproduced 
in colour. It is outstanding even among .outstanding covers. 

Addressed to the Austrian .AJD.bassador in Sto Petersburg it bears a 10k 
imperf. and a vertical strip of three· 3Ok watermark "3" stamps all of' deep 
colour and in superb ccndition. Sir John tells us that n0 other cover is known 
bearing a 1Ok imperf. used with any other value. 

As may be seen, the pen cancellaticn is a neat one and the two-line 
postmark, s.truok three times, is clear. It reads "Ovruoh aprelya 21 dnya 1858 goda" 
(Ovruch 21 APril 1858), the words for "day-" and "year':' being included. On the 
reverse there is a st. Petersburg mark ":FOWCHENO 1858 28 .APRIJn. rom. t.t or 
"Received 1858 28th APril noon. ~ 

FrOOJ. the look of the cover, it must have contained a heavy letter, 
weiglbing, as the 1 rouble postage indicates, about 5 ounces. 

A. H •. w. 
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SEXJREI'ARY Is DESK 

With the passing of s'lllilller philately again comes into its own. 

Many members after a holiday spent "en faniille" may be wondering how 
long it will take to pump fresh blood into an anaemic bank balance, or 
philatelica·lly speaking, are wondering how the dickens they' 11 cover any fresh 
stamp purchases they may wish· to make. 

Well, what about an auction? 

Time was when a stamp sale was an occasional £eature at our meetings, 
latterly no suggestion has been uiade for a revival by means of which the 

.needy could turn some honest pennies. 

We WOllder why? Not through lack of material for scrutiny of the 
Exchange Packets reveals that a fair portion of the items . sent in return to 
their owners·. Either because the prices asked are too high, or because much 
similar material has gone the rounds before. 

Some no doubt resignedly peel the returns, thinking sadly the while 
of unrealised _expectation. Others may even conceive a certain fondness. for 
the rejects hoping they ·will come into their . own after a few deca:des ! :Meanwhile 
they clutter up the stockbooks. 

Better far, we think, thAt they be niade to work even at cut rates, 
than to ling~r until the gum cracks, until their teeth decay or mildew claims 
more victims. 

So think not too long about the severance·, just pass on details or 
material to the Secretary~ he '91.ll do his best to "speed the parting guests" 

. . Peru~ing the list of members, it is noticeable that the West of England 
north of Bristol is, and always has been;· ori.e of cur dead spots and never yet· 
have we recruited a member in Ireland· or Wales. 

We will not speculate on this,. though_ we may think things.. Rather 
would we dwe·ll on activity among the en.lightened. 

News comes that recently the Liskeard P.s. staged a most successful 
general exhibition at which the stamps of lmperial Russia were given prominence 
by Mr.w.H.H.Huddy. Our Treasurer by the way is also on the coomittee of two 
other local · sOQieties in Cornwall. Obviously he is getting younger, a tribute 
to a rejuvenating hobby. 

Mr.F.Ma.son, the Secretary of the Oldham P. S.,. has for some time ·been 
writing stamp articles and notes for a local newspaper, with an occasional 
Russian slant. The latest cutting received show:-:, a photograph of a well set 
out display by · his Society which was included in a "Leisure Time Exhibitioni, 
sponsored by the town authorities. 
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Information has just come tc ha.nd tha.t Mr.K.Freyma.n of Capetown also 
gained a silver award for his entry of Imperial Russia at the "Satise" 
Exhibition. So two members; to each an award. 

Congratulations South Af'ricaJ 

Yr. Freyman tells us he ha.a willed his philatelic library to the Society. 
as we are, he says, the only body who would appreciate it. We do appreciate · 
the honour, nevertheless sincerely hope that hi.a "in about ten years' time" will 
be considerably extended. 

With much pleasure we hear that Yr.M:.Bojanowicz won a gold medal at 
Modena, where he exhibited part of his fine oollecticm of Poland. 

It has been said, a little disparagingly, that Russian philately 
claims us completely. That is incorrect. Jla.ny members have an interest in 
another country or courtries, quite a few woik manfully in local Societies. 

Among the Presidents are Yr.C~C.Handford, Chesterfield P.S.y 
Dr.A. Y(.Anthony, Leytanstone, Yr.R. W.Barker, Derby and Dr.A.H-Wortman, Southgate 
and Hammersmith. Fello~ Secretaries are Yr.H.R.M:.Chamberlain, Worthing, 
Mr.H. c .. Raindle, Southern Railway and M:r. L.F~E-Worsfold, Bristol and Clifton. 
Mr.A. s.Penn edits a Pel ish stamp jounial and Mr.P.T.Ashf'ord · the lively and 
in.formative bombshell for Bristol and Clifton. 

The photograph shown features 
M:r.Cha.rles c. Handford who has been a member 
a ince 1· 937. In 1 947 as President his wide 
experience and geniality did much to further our 
progress. Since then he ha.s served regularly on 
the committee. 

Born October 2nd, 1890, educated at 
Chesterf'ield Grammar School and Culha.m College. 
Commenced stamp collecting in 1900 . and ha.s been 
a keen devotee to the hobby ever since. Served 
4½ y~rs in the Royal Navy during World War I 
and was head.master of Jla.ry Swanwick Secondary 
School 1920-1950. 

A member of the Chesterfield Historical 
Association, he has acted as President and 
Chairman since 1935 to date. A founder member 
of the Chesterf'ield Philateiic Society, 1947 and 
President since inception. As a ;Fl"eemason he is 
a Past Jla.ster of the Cavendish Craft and 
Scarsdale Jla.rk Lodges and holds Provincial Grand 
Rank in both ·degrees. 

O'ther activities have also claimed him; . reviewing the list one wonders 
h•"I'. he ever found time for gardening, or even stampsw 
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That he did, his excellent and comprehensive collections of zem.stvo 
and Dnperial stamps strikingly testify._ These, with his fine collection of 
Chile, have all been displayed and ~joyed "in the north and south of the 
OO\llltry. 

"Cliff '•s" record needs no embellishment, _ he has laboured truly and well. 

later. At the meeting on Saturday Octcrer 25th, :Mr.w.H.aHuddy_resigned his 
position as· co-editor of the journal . .. He had previously expressed a desire tc 
relinquish the post, his work as Treasurer and other activities being as much 
as he could carry. 

:Mr.- Hud.d.y 1s good service as co-editor was appreciatively referred to by 
Dr. Wortman, e.11· members suppoi ting with a vote of thanks. 

The Secretary was appointed to fill the position. 

J. BARRY. 

Russian or Russian Levant stamps and covers wanted cancelled in Palestine 
(at Akko, Jaffa, Jerusalem or Haifa). Also stampless covers from the same 
places. Attractive prices paid. Samuel Ray, 350 Oakdale Avenue, Chicago 14, 
Ill. u.s.A. . 

WANTED. Russia "Dots" poetmarks showing any of the following numbers. 
Circular, 37; Rectangular, 6, 383-387, 389, 391 , 392-395, 611 • ·Hexagonal, 23. 
Triangula~, 364, 370-390, 393, 394, 397.-400, 408-410, 646,. 675-.677, 736. 
D. lrfoDox:.ald., 40 Oakwood Avenue, Beckenha.m, Kent. 
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MEMBERS I DISPLAY 

IiEVANT POST OFFICES 

On 12th July 1952 a combined display of material from the collections 
of Mr.w.H.H.Huddy and Dr.A.H.wortman was given by t.he latter. We were 
naturally very gratified to l:.ave with us on this occasion Mr.s.D.Tohilinghirian 
who had made a special jotrney from Switzerland where he was on holiday. 

The display canmenced with stampless covers of 1859/60, bearing 
rectangular framed and dated postmarks in French "CO'MPAGNIE RUSSE SMYR{Att in 
blue and in black and similar covers from Alexandretta and La.ttakia. A later 
stam:pless cover cf 1876 which appeared to be a ship letter with MS "8" (to pay), 
~ore postmarks of Alexandretta and Khios, . the circular type with large letters 
and no year, and was addressed to a lL Jean Papa.sis at Khios. Mr.Tchilinghirian 
confirmed t·he fact .that this man had been sent out to the island of Khios,·· as 
he knew himl In case anyone infers from this · that our member is very aged, we 
should expla.-in that lfr.Tchilinghirian met him when he was very yot:.ng and when 
)l. Papasis was no longer young. 

Russian stamps of 1858 to 1866 wit~ Levant postmarks included strips 
of three of the 10k perf,. 1~ on piece ·and on cover with framed FRANCO and 
CONSTANTINOPUi: circular dated pestmarks. Attractive single items were a 10k 
perf. 12½ with dets pcstmark "785" (Alexandria) in blue and a 30k perf. 12½ 
with oval framed script "fra.nce" also in blue. 

Nine copies of the large 6k stamp were shown, four of them used and of 
the greatest rarity thus. Two had framed FRANCO marks of different types in 
blue, one being in capitals and the other with a capital letter and small type, 
and the other twc had circular town cancellations one of which was Constantinople .. 
Six forgeries included those by Fournier and Schroeder. 

Copies of the ship type stamps followed, the rare 1865 stamps and the 
later ones, some of these last being used o~ pieces with dots cancellaticns and 
on covers. One cover· was from Port Alexandria and the other had a pair of the 
20k used from Port Snyrna, both being ex Faberg~. The "official reproductions" 
in sheets of ten were also shown. · · 

The numeral type stamps were · showr. in both perfcra.tions and both papers 
mint and used and on ~overs: Among these was a combinatior. cover addressed to 
Erightor., England, franked with an 8k Imperial and 3k numeral type Levant tied 
and cancelled with the large letter abbreviated ''KONSTANTIN" postmark and having 
an Odessa transit mark. Another combination co,,t:r from Trebizond to Aleppo via 
Constantinople bore numeral type Levant stamps and Turkish stamps. 

The 118" and "7" surcharges included an "8" on cover and two copies of 
the thin n7tt, ore ex Faberg6 and the other and the cover, with R.P.S. 
cert ifica tea. 

The later numeral types were well represented, a number being on piece 
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and or. covers showing po~tmarks _of. most of:the Agencies of the Russian Navigation 
Company. One cover which arou.,sed much interest bore a 7k red and grey 
cancelled with a circular postmark in blaok ·reading "R. O.P. i T. Tel Avivsk 
Agentstvo 9 X 8f11 • It was addressed i.n Arabic to Aleppo and bore a Turkish 
Postage Due stamp or. the reverse cancelled with the Aleppo arrival postmark 
(Turkish). Although the postmark of origin is a light one, it is quite clearly 
"Tel Aviv'.' and it was explained that although the population cf Tel Aviv must 
have been very small indeed in those days, the Russian Navigation Company 
probably opened a postal Agen_cy there to deal with the correspondence of 
pilgrims landing en route for Jerusalem.. Ships carried the pilgrima, most of 
whom. were poor, at the cheapest rates, and in order to avC'id paying dues at the 
big pOJ:ts-, anchored off the sma.11 coostal villages and disembarked their 
passengers in small boats. The Russians _ were always very numerous among the 
pilgrims and the R.O.P..i T. Agency handled their l,etters.- .· Local Turks could 
also use this postal facility. 

The 1884 series was shown complete • overprinted "SPECIMEN". 

The 20 paras surcharge cm the 4k carmine was shown with the surcharge 
inverted on a cover addressed to Breitfuss and used with other surcharged values 
of the same series. 

Among the postmark items shown were a number of Imperial stamps with 
various Levant postmarks, including Lloyd Austriaco; and both Imperial and 
Levant stamps with Egyptian "Retta" postmarks and Paquebots of Port Taufiq and 
Alexandria. The latest item was a cover c,f the First Balkan War with the script 
seal type mark "Chio Foste Russe Gratuit". used without stamps when the Russian 
Navigation Company ran a free post for the Island of Khios. 

A.H.W. 



THE .AMERICAN SAll>VAR 

By DR.· a:. B. SALISBURY 

. . 

•• I 

. --.,;.~. ·. --
(C. ltaJHJI, . R. Zaleald, L. S, Glau, 

Dr. G. B. Saliabllr)', Capt. S. de Shramchenlto) 

. l 

It is the pleasant duty of the .AJnerioan Samovar to pour forth a steady 
stream of philatelic gossip. Now after the debut here's more steam, hiss and 
whistle, and enough of the overflowing brew to cause a . headache to the most 
patient ears. 

Alexander I of Russia once suffered from a headache, possibly from 
listening to his noisy samovar, who knO'i'.sl Arrywa.y that headache .cost Russia 
.z10,ooo,ooo. May you not suffer a similar fate.' The court doctor ordered. 
12 candles so that the »nperor could inhale their smoke •••••• " but 91 years 
later" reports Ripley in his 'Believe It Or Not', 4-,000,000 tapers were found 
in the palace, because no cne bad cancelled the daily delivery of candles.'" 

We, in Philadelphia, must have seen at lee.at 4-,000,000 stamps recently. 
The .AJnerican Philatelic Society put on its annual stamp exhibiticn at the 
National Philatelic Museum, the famous Jeffrey collection was shown at the 
Franklin Institute, and an imposing array of rare material was shown at the 
opening .of the Philatelic Section of the Free Library of Philadelphia •••• all 
in cne week.' The finishing touch to it all was applied by our Philly group. 
The local B~S.R.P. group met during that week and spent. seven exciting hours 
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poring over an amazing assortment of' specialist material, taking time out now 
and then_ for refreshments and amusing anecdotes. 

Bef,:re we discuss the meeting, ft: is nnly f'i tting tc1 mention that 
three of cur u.s. members exhi.bited at ·t.he A.P.s. show. llessrs. Davidson and 
Ray presented very interesting material. llr. Davidson offered essays and 
proof's of. the 1909 issue,- while )lr. Ray showed Palestine stamps under the 
Turkish rule, . and these contained many Russian Of'f'ioea. _ Your garrulous 
Samovar had two sets of entries, covering the f'i.eld of the Romanov 
Tercentenary Issue,• Essays and Proof's as well as the regular i.asue, varieties 
and overprints. ·. In passing we alsc, note a fine Estonia show by R.H. Ild, and 
a most interesting display of Free Ukrainian National Republic material by 
Yaroslav · Petes h. · · · · 

Pric,r to the meeting of' the l'hilly group, all the U. s. members were 
oontaoted by a twc-page letter invi.ting all t c -join our get-toge.ther. Less 
than half of the members answered, and those whr) _did write oould not attend. 
Incidentally, meat of the correspondents were net cnly appreciative of nur 
efforts and the information in the Journal, but were most cooperative by 
furnishing their biographies, and interesting facts for future use in the 
Samovar. Je now have a steady stream of most enjoyable correspondence f'rrim. 
various sections of u.s. 

J'lash pictures were taken of the grcup by Roger Salisbury, and after 
a few ro\Dlds of f'cctch and gossip, we started the ball rolling by a la.-rge 
display of tables showing various classifications of' "mutes" of the World 
war I • . Afterwards, your Samo,;ar yielded the floor to :Mr.Leeter Glass who held 
us spellbound. by the largest collection of Russian · Revenues we •.ve ever had the 
pleasure of view1ng.. OonRi4,ering that there is but one small bit of' 
i.nf'orOBtion on the subject, llr. Glass did remarkably well and his write-ups 
show a fine grasp of' subject· matter and plenty of' research. Mr.Charles Kayeen 
deli.ghted ue wi,th Wrangels o~ and off cover, including a fine · coVAr from the 
Refugee Hospital at Lemnes: An added treat was a group of' Iranian covers with 
circular censor hand-stamps· of the Soviet-Anglo-American censors of' World War II. 
llr. Ro'tert Zaleski presented a very fine collection of' :Poland, and it \,as a 
welc1J1D.e change from the steady diet of Russian material. The feature of the 
evening was the huge display of Ukraine by Capt. Sviatoslav de Shramchenko. 
The material has been a prize winning collection ever since the fall of' the 
Free Ukraine. It has been written up in various specialist journals, and its 
amazing display_ cf true, forged and fantastic issues was enriched by a steady 
outpcur of anecdotes and "inside" stories abot:..t every issue. 

As Oapt.de Shramohenko spoke in rapid Russian, sprinkled with 
Ukrainian, your Samovar translated it at once i.nto ;English, and to make the 
scene more interesting, our Captain aa.d.ed lightning addendas in French tc: 
llr. Glass, in German to Mr. Kaysen, and in Polish to llr. ZaleskU Yes, we ~a 
a great time, displaying our treasuresJ You know, collecting stamps and net 
attending an ccoasic:nal meeting to display your holdings, is like hugging yc-ur 
girl. in the dark. You know what ycu 're doing, but no one else doesJ · 

We nc?. come to our bi.ngraphy section, and in this issue we feature 
F. Julius Foha, a noted oilman, gee.physicist and philanthropist from Houst,,n 



Texas and New Kil.ford; Connecticut. He started his collection at the age of 
eight, and at twelve added fossils, minerals and rocks to his collection scope. 
He retained philately as his hobby to the present day, _and made geology and 
allied sciences his life work. 

While visiting Euro~e in 1927, he saw some Soviet peasant, worker and 
soldier stamps of 1923 and 1925, and this l .ed to his collecting Russian stamps. 
Now he has a magnificent collection of Imperials, pre-stamp letters, Zemstvos, 
revenues, frauds, early Soviets to 1930, covers, various cancellations, Soviet 
State Issues, and Anti-Soviet issues of the early Soviet days, Russian Finl.and, 
a volume of Rcmano"-s, and an excellent collection of the Arms issues 1909-23 in 
sheets, etc. InoidentallyKrs. Fohs collects also, and her field is the ainnails 
of the world. 

Our versatile lr!r. Fahs has other hobbies s'llCh as the studies of water 
supply and irrigation problems of Israel and other Kiddle East States, Russian 
geograpey and development, and in the summer, gardening and growing and doctoring 
the trees in his woodland. In his "spare time" he is a prolific writer of 
scientific articles, two of his latest being . 110il and World Problems" in World 
Oil, and the "Petroliferous Provinces of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics" in the Bulletin of the .American Association of Petroleum Geologists. 

During the suumer :Mr. and l(rs. Fobs sponsor through their Fohs Foundatior., 
a summer camp for underprivileged children at New Kil.ford, Conn • . called the 
~lla Fohs Camp in memory of their eldest daughter. This will belts 26th year. 

One of these days soon, the Samovar will accept the invitation of our 
Texan and visit him in New England. Another of our members , Kurt Adler pays 
annual pilgrimage tu Houston, when the Fahs family is in Texas. Evidently 
:Mr. Fahs is not only the poEsessor of a great collection but is a genial host. 

On Septe~ber 13th on the initiative of' Dr.L.S.Snegireff, the Boston 
group held its first meeting at his home where stamps were displayed and 
discussed. 

Incidentally, we now have Mr. Fred w. Speers of Escandido, Cal. and 
Miss Joan :Mason of San Francisco tc add to ot.r Califcrnia group, as well as 
:Mr.D.H.Stewart ef Eugene Oregon, living in the neighbour state on the West 
Coast. Why not form a group, as we did in Pennsylvania? The same goes for the 
New York, :Mass., and Illinois sections! 

Now that I've mentioned Kiss :Ma.son•s name, I might as well bring in 
our first lady meml;>er in u. s. :Mrs. Sylvia K- Donnell, who writes a sweet, chatty 
letter, and hopes that we hold an Annual Meeting in Chicago next year! How about 
it? Let .'s hear from the Illinois bunch. 

Kember Gibrick of California, is a most prolific corresponde.nt, and the 
guiding light of the Exchange Packet, which is very dim right nmv because of lack 
of support from other members. His last letter was most impressive by the 
knowledge of Ukrainian history and postal matters; and his kind and complimentary 
remarks, coupled with those of Capt. de Shramchenko about the Ukrainian part of 
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the Roir.anov article, more than repaid me foI the many hours spent in writing it. 

Ml.. Gibrick's neighbour in near-by Hollywood, Mr. Ar'f:ihur Shields, 
shares the spot light with¥r.Julius Fohs, in this column, and he too joins our 
biog:t11phy section. :Mr. Shields, brother of the equally famous actor, Barry 
Fitzgerald, was born in Dublin in 1896. He had extensive training as an actor, 
and appeared in an old silent picture made in Ireland about 1912. Later he 
beca.ro,e a member of the Abbey Theatre Company. In 1916 he joined the Irish 
Volunteers in the Irish Insurrection, and after it spent several months. in 
confinement in various English places of detention. Later he was presented with 
two med.a.ls by the Irish Government. 

Mr. Shields remained a member of the Abb~y Theatre Company until 1939, 
and was at times actor, stage manager and stage director, playing over three 
hundred different parts, and directing nineteen plays) In the 1930 's he visited 
u.s. with the Abbey Theatre Players. · He was the director of Eugene O'Neill's 
last play, ''Moen for the Misbegotten", a Theatre Guild Production. 

In 1936 John Ford brought Mr. Shields to Hoilyw:ocxi for his first 
American picture "The ·Plough and The Stars" and again in 1939 for his "Drums 
Along the Mohawk". Since 1939 he has made his home in the U. s. appearing in 
"How Green Was My Valley", "Little Nellie .Ke·lly", "The Corn is Green", "The 
Man From Down Under", and very many others. 

During the last three years Mr. Shields played again fo1 John ;Ford in 
his new Irish picture "The Quiet Man" and spent fot.r months in Italy with 
brother Barry Fitzgerald, making a picture for Viva Films in Roffie. At present 
he is working in M.G.M. 's "My Mother and :Mr.McQhesney'.' and in many T.-v. shows. 

Not so long ago, it was suggested by the editors of our journal that 
soreeone might try tow.rite up the postal history of the Russian period in 
Alaska. . The suggestion was an excellent one, and only the fact that this 
Samovar is loaded with projects prevents a plunge into this fascinating and 
little explored field. . Will someone accept some valuable bibliography, and 
carry on from this point? Columns by G.B.Sloane in "Stamps" July 16 1938, 
Oct.14 1944-, April 2, May 14, Oct.1, 1949, May 17 1952, June 21 1952. His 
latest work is "Russian American Co-,ers" (Sloane's Column, Stamps, Aug 30th 
1952). w. Dennis Way, 1 Parkf'ield Avenue, Marple, Cheshire; Er,.gland, who 
writes the London Letter for the western Stamp Collector is an avid collector of 
Alaska. items, and often mentions them in his column. He may have a wealth of 
material for research. 

Speaking of the Western Stamp Collector, the June 14 1952 issue 
contained a find article by Steven G. Rich_. 0ne cf the mcst prolific philateliu 
writers on this side, that may interest all cf ou.r members. Write to the 
newspaper fer a copy of that issue. The article is "Russia Before the First 
Rev(,lution" i. e. the revclt of 1905, the period of the six month existence of 
the "Baltic Republic", and the time from the first issuance of the Russian postage 
stamp to 1905. The write up may be a bit t oo sketchy for the specialist, but 
it does contain several interesting points, -and is pithy enough to appeal to all. 
Another, by the same author is "Czarist Russia Inverted Backgrounds" in Sept.1952, 
S-P-A. Journal. 



Linn's Weekly Stamp News, of Konday _llay 12, 1952, carried a comprehensive 
article on the "Greek Stamps of the M:t.Athos Holy CommunitY" by P.J.Drossos. 
It included a study of the Russian.llt.Athos issues, and may be useful to students 
of the Russian Levant. 

There is an excellent monograph called "Disinfected Kail" by 
Donalds. Patton, K.B,, Ch.B. in the .April and August issues of the American 
J?hilatelist. ;page 535 of . the April n\llhber shows an excellent hand-stamp of the 
Odessa Quarantine. It is a rectangular type, with a · border enclosing a three 
line inscription,. with a line divtding the upper two· lines of print frcrn thA 
lou~r half for the date. Two lines read : Oobishcheno v. · Odesskom Karantin 
(Cleaned in Odessa Quarantine) and the lorer half of the stamp gives the date: 
21 June 1:843 • · · 

Space does not allo,. a thorough comment on the recent interesting 
material in our field; offered a_t a'llctions in U-·f3•A· A few will be mentioned. 
StolO?; of N.Y. offered Consular Air Kail, type t (San.1-8 _i255.00) at _g120.oo, 
and type 2(san.#6a t/50.00) at ,i200~00 estimate·. Cross Stamp Co. of 1f.Y. 
offered a 14koi; 1883-88,· inverted oentre, slight .thinning at R, signed copy at 
j300. 00. The price · surely wasn I t thinningJ The same hoUE.e of'fered a large 
~ollection of items of the CESKJA POOrA Army pobt in Siberia. These included 
t'ieldpost stainpless oo,;ers from the Czech Legion in Russia to homeland, and 
showed interesting canoellatior.s. llany of these were estimated from ;il65 to 
,8150 each. The one that . struck my fan~y -was the fieldpost oover to Irkutsk 
franked with #31+ Russia; Russian straight line and Czech oirole fieldpost 
cancellation. · It was offered at ,8150. 

Hanners presented 1922 Consular Fee stamps surcharged. in red., S&n.1-5, 
7!,8 at 105 • . also 1930 C12b, 13b vert. imperf. marg~pairs e.g. at $260. Penny 
Black Stamp Co. offered an interesting Ukraine item, w.Podolsk 10 on 7 k. bk. 
ovpt, full sheet of 100, incl. two double overprints never hinged at ~O. 
Zemstvo postal stationery was likewise offered. Kent Stamp Co. also o"r N~ Y. 
presented a fine array of covers of the Russia P.O. in China from 1899 to 1917. 
All of these but one landed in the lap of one of our Chicago me1nbers. One 
Ro..oanov cover managed to fall into the hands of the Samovar. Oh, yes1 Ferryman 
of N.Y. had a fine item to offer, 1922 San// Ic, the 2r.25k. Inv. surch. 
e. g. very fine at J¼-00. 00. _The thud that you've just heard was your American 
Samovar falling into a dead faint at the mentioned price.' 



THE CONSULAR POSI' OFFICE OF TABRIZ (PERSIA) 

By S. D. TCfilLINGHIRIAN 

Ftt1. 1. Fi~.2 

The i.ilteresting and scarce cover emanating from the Imperial Russian 
Consular Post Off'ioe of Tabriz _illustrated in Jcurna.1 No. 8 by courtesy of 
Dr.o.s~ aa·lisbury :focusses attention on this Russian Post Office in Persian 
territory, on which little infc,rmation appears tc be available. 

Prige:ra is silent on the subject, but ,_.ld editicns of _the German Miehe:. 
Catalogue included Tal>rlz among the places where Russian Post Offices were 
operating i.h Persia in the XIXtli century. This information was however deleted 
from more r'ecent editions of' the catalogue, without any indication as to the 
reasons f'or this change of attitude. 

t_rabriz is th~ capital of the Persian province of Azerbaijan, which was 
tempore.rily occupied on several ocoasj:ona by Russian troops during the period 
of the Bnpire-: ,be last two instances were f~t in 1911/12, when Russian 
troops entered the country to back .the ill-fated attempt of former Shah Mohamed Ali 
·to recover his throne, then sho"':"tly afterwards during the First World War, when· 
the province was -oocupi~ from 1915 fa-. · 1917, to check a Turkish invasion in tM 
dil'eeti:on of lCermanshah. In both instances, the Russians do not appear to have 
inter.f'ered with Persian postal services, except perhaps f'or some looting of 
stocks of Persian stamps (mentioned in Gibbun~). This is evidenced. by the fact 
that special ov-erprints were issued by the Persian Post Of'f'ioes both in Azerbe.i jan 
(S,G.Nos.528/542) and in lCurdistan (S.G.542a/549), these being the two provinces 
affected by tµe Mohamed Ali interlude. Despite the much•discussed ''Occupation 
Azirbayedjan" provisionals., the status of whi.ch is still most .doubtful, it is just 
as certain ·that the Persian P.O. s at Tabrlz continued to operate- 11ormally during 
the World War ocon:pe.tiori, as Persian stamps with Tabriz postmarks of that peri(•d 
are as ocnmon as tho::e of other yee.ra. · 

In view of the fo:regoing ; it should be safe to assume that the Consular 
P.O. of Tabriz was a civilian establishment which had no connection whatsoever 
with military occupations, and which had prubably been in existence for sane 
considerable time. What is remarkable, however, is that Russian stamps with 
Tabriz po1'tma.rks are very scarce, and that, with(.:ut exception, all copies seen by 
the writer were on the Romanov issue, n c·t a single copy having been seen c.,n the 
Arms types, nor on earlier issues. 



The postmark on Dr. Salisbury's cover is of the scarcer of the two types 
known to the write~~ which appear to have been iri simultaneous use during the v.a.r 
period. Judging by their appearance, both these types are evidently XXth century 
productions, and their characteristics are as follows: 

1. Commoner Type (Fig.1): 28 IIIIl.. double-circ_le, with "TAVRIZ11 in wide characters 
at the top, and "ROSS;tISKQE CONSOL. 11 (abbreviated for "IConsulstvo") in na.ITow 
characters at bottom, date in arabic figures in one line in the centre, between 
two bars 11 rmi. apart. Earliest da. te seen: 3:ro. April, 1914-

Values seen with this Type: Romanov 1913 set: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10 k. 

2. Scarcer Type (Fig.2): 28 mm .. double-circle, with "TAVRIZ ROSS. CONSULSTVO" in · 
na.ITow characters around the upper part of the circl.e, and a star at bottom~ Date 

_ in arabic figures in one line in the· centre, between two bars 7 mm.. apart. 
Earliest date seen: 9th May, 1915 (on Dr- Salisbury's cover). 

Values s.een with this Type: Romanov 1913 set: 1, 7 k.-, to which must be 
added the 20k. :franking Dr. Salisbury's cover. 

Two or three copies only of this scarcer type are known to the writer,. as 
against about a dozen of the former. 

If the Tabriz P.O. had been in operation since the XIXth century, as appears 
to be likely, there is no possible doubt that an earlier type of postmark must have 
been in use before, and any information which could be supplied by other members on 
such an early type would be greatly appreciated. 

Then, there is the puzzling apparent unavailability of Tabriz postmarks on 
Arms Type stamps, although these issues had a muc.,h longer span of life -than the 
Romanov set. Even with due .allowance for the fact that postmarks of this kind are 
easier to identify on the larger size of the Romanov stamps than on the small· size 
Arms types the canplete absence of copies of these latter looks unbelievable, and 
the writer would be glad to hear fran any member who possesses any. 

EDITORIAL C04MENT 

THE SOOOND TYP.E OF FOsrMARK 

Twc, registered covers with the second type of' postmark as in Fig. 2 are in 
our collection, both with anns type _stamps. One bears a vertical pair of the 10k 
blue and like Dr. Salisbury's cover is addressed to M. Theodore Champion, but the 
postmark is a month earlier, 10.4-15. 

The other has the 14k arms type stamp surcharged "K. 20 K.tt and the date 
of tre postmark is 4o 6017. The· printed heading on · t~is cover is "Arsene Aftandil, 
Tauris, Perse. 11 and it is addressed to a Monsieur A- Forbin also in Paris. The 
20k/14k stamp is quite a difficult item to find on any cover, by the way. 

The registration labels on our twc covers and on Dr~ Salisbury's all 
differ in their wording, one of curs being 11Tavriz Rossiisk. Kons. 11 and the other 
on the 20/14k cover, "Tavriz (Persia) Rcssiiskoe Konsul." The variety of tre 
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registration labels suggests that quite a -number of registered letters must have 
been sent. Where they have all gone is a mystery, as :Mr. Tchilinghirian says. 
We have never seen any other covers or even part postmarks on stamps. 

LATVIAN sruny CIROIB 

We have received a b~lletin from Dr.A.SOhroeder (22a) Yuehlheim, (Ruhr) 
Oberstra.sse 82, Germany, concerning the activities of this circle. It has been 
passed to the Librarian. 

The bulletin is in Gertnan but our member :Mr.J.:Michelson has undertaken 
to translate it into English should support warrant it. Will anyone interested 
please write him c/o P.O.Box 9314 Johannesburg, South Africa. 

J.B. 



MORE . ABOUT .TWt, TRAYELLING rosr 

By A •. CBONIN 

The examination of further material and especially the great assistance 
rendered. by Mr.w.E~Kethro .in l0aning. his 1931 List .of Post Offices enables me 
to add some more notes. 

POsrAL WAGONS 
It appears that the Rumbers allG.tted. t0 these are substantially the same 

as for the ovals in the .Er.igara lis.:ting. A .few examples:- a card from Lod.z to 
Cologne, Germany end:orsed· ·11via Alexandrowo 11 and QanceUed'l:9.ostal· Wagon No. 27 
(~igara's warsaw-Alexandrowo), a .card fromd?nevsk, Warsaw gvt., to Gl.eiwitz 
Germany, endorsed "via Granitsa" and carrying the tra.nsit-markP..odtal:WagonNo.2§ 
(Prigara's Warsaw-Granitsa), and a card from Riga to Coldingen oanoelled. Postal 
Wagon No.85 (Prigara's Riga-Libau). 

TSARisr OVALS 
No.241 Irkutsk-Chita bas ~kutslc ab'br.e.viated. by. lmoold.Rg off the hard 

sign ( ! ) and No. 266 has been seen .with. the place-names Port · Artbur.;.Kbarbin 
14.3.05 on a fieldpost cover fros .the Rus~o-Japanese War (Prigara gives Kbarbin
Kwangchentsi £or this number). 

OOVIBT CANCRLS 
The re-organisation of the system owing to new frontiers etc. resulted. in 

the following cnanges and additions being made:-

1- 2 Leningrad-Moscow 67- 68 Kiev-Rostov/Don 
3- 4 Leningrad-Ostrov 71- 72 Moscow-)(onino 
5- 6 Leningrad-Sta.ra.ya-Russa 73- 74 Kiev-Kharkav 
7- 8 Bryansk-Polotsk via Bakhmach 
9- 10 Orsha.-Unecha. 75- 76 Mokhovye Gory-Vyatka 

13- 14 Moscow·-Rostov/Don 77- 78 Murom--Ivanovo 
21- 22 Kiev·•Od.essa 79- 80 Ma.riupol-Kha.rkov 
23~ 24 Yaroslavi-Kostroma 81- 82 Vyatka-Sverdlovsk 
25- 26 K.azan-Sverdlovsk 83- 84 Vyazma-Leningrad 
27- 28 Kanash-Ruzaevka 85- 86 Sverdlovsk-Kurgan 
29- 30 Chernigov-Ovruch 87- 88 Tula-Likhvin 
31-:;,2 Zverevo-Poltava b9- 90 Shepetovlm-Lepesovlm 
33- 34Moscow-Vyatka 91- 92 Moscow-Yelets 
35- 36 Leningrad-Munnansk 93- ~ ·Gom.el-Zhitkovichi 
39- 40 Leningrad-Kingisepp 99-100 Kharkov-Kherson 
41- 42 Moscow-Negoreloye via Kremenchug 
45- 46 Minsk-Pod.oshkovichi 101-102 Shoropan-Sacftkheri 
47- 48 Kiev-Kamenets Podolak 105-106 Khashuri-Borzµ.om. Park 
49- 50 Leningrad-Kra.sny Kholm 107-108 Oz-el-Stalinsz-ad 
51- 52 Tiflis-Telav 109-:110 Yershov-Pugachev 
53- 54 Kazatin-Krivin 111~112 Tiflis-Dzhulfa 
55- 56 Agryz-Votkinsk 113-114 Okulovka'.""lorubytino. 
57- 58 Chud'ovo-Novgorod. 115-116> · Sverdlovsk-Omsk 
61- 62 Ryazli:sk-Vyazma via Tyumen 
65- 66 Rostov,IDon-Baku 111-1 .1"8 Gomel-1,foscow 
s, klut.•l..•i Scv••••rel (, ,1.0) 26 8 



119-120 Yelets-IC\J.pyansk Uzlovaya 
1 25-1 2E Orel •Gamel 
133-134 Pyatikhe.tki·Ilovaiskaya 
135-136 Moscow-Kazan 
137-138 Arys•Semipalatinsk 
139-140 Kislovodsk-Prikumsk 
141-142 Nezhin-Preluki 
145-146 lloscow-Tul.a 
147-148 Zhmerinka-lfogilev Podolak 
149-150 Kozlov-Karey-shin 
151-152 Saratov-Uralsk 
153-154 Rostcv-Salsk 
157-158 Saratov-Alexandrov Gai 
159-160 Penza-Kha.rwr 
141-162 Kupyansk-Stalino 
163-164 V~ronezh-Kalaoh 
165-166 Krasnodar-Stavropol 
169-170 Perm-Chelyabinsk 
171-172 Kha.rkov-Rostov/I)on 
173-174 Tatarskaya-Pa.vlodar 
175-176 Vorozhba-Pi.rogovka 
179-180 Stavr~pGl-Divnoye 
181-182 Semki-Gai.voron 
185-186 Omsk-Nov0sibirsk 
187-188 Novosibirsk-Krasnoyarsk 
189-·190 Byelokorovichi-Gorodnitsa 
191-192 Leningrad-Kiev 
193-194 Moscaw-brekhovo 
199-200 Bryansk-Vyazma 
~-202 Achinsk-Abakan 
203-204 KharklJV'-Kherson . 

via Dniepropetrovsk 
.::'.05-2CY.: Krasn01.rodsk-Tashkent 
'2.07-208 Tashkent ·Dzhelal Abe.d 
209-210 Mosoow-Sebezh (-Zilupe Ietvia) 
~-13-214- Leningrad-Kingisepp 

vta Oranienbaum 
?.15-216 Mosc0W-Same.ra 
;.17-218 Inza-Ulyanovsk 
221-222 Dniepropetrovsk-Berdyansk 
223-224 Moscnw-Kinesbna 
225-226 Moscow-Stali~grad 
229 ... 230 Tc.rzhok-Toropets · 
2.31-232 Zhlobin-Grecbany . 
233~234 Petropavlovsk-Alanolinsk 
235-23€ Snolensk-Kozlov 
237-238 Rosti:·v/Don-Stalingrad 
239-240 ArkarRk-Bal.anda 
241-242 Irkutsk-Chita-Manchuria 
243-244 Chita-Bochkarevo 
245-246 lfoscow-Krasny Xlk-J.rn. 

247-248 Nizlmy Novgorod-Penza 
249-250 Vladimir-Ryazan 
251.%252 Byelgorod •Kupyansk Uzlovaya 
253-254Kiev-Kharkov 

via Ramadan 
255-256 Novozybkov-Novgorod Seversk 
257-258 Byelgorod-Vorozhba 
259'-260 :Moscow-Samara 

via Penza 
261-262 Nikolsk Ussuriisk-Pogranichnaya 
263-~4 Vl.adivostok-Kangauz 
265-266 Bochkarevo-Vl.adivostok 
267-268 Kiev-Kazatin 
269-270 Bochkarevo-'Blagoveshchensk 
271-272 Chudovo-Zvanka 
273-274 Ilovaiskaya-llillerovo 
275-276 Vernadovka-"Sasovo 
277-278 Krasny Liman-Likbaya 
279-28b Leningrad-Vologda 
281-282 Sverdlovsk-lfadezhdinsk 
283-284 Leningrad-Polotsk 
285-28E, Pskov-Polotsk 
287-288 Saratov-Astrakhe.n 
289-290 Krotovka-SUrgut 
231-292 Lev Tolstoi-Yelets 
293-294 Pogrebishche-Zashkov 
295-296 Sosika-Yeisk 
297-298 Lgov-Kharkov 
299-,00 Leningra.d-Ivanovo 
301-302 Kinsk-Slutsk 
303-304 Ulyanovsk-Ufa 
305-306 Chelyabinsk Orenburg 
307-308 Sverdlovsk-Tavda 
309-310 Bakhmach Pomoshnaya 
3~1-312 Kokand-Andizhan 
313 ·314 Pologi--Melitopol 
315-316 Polotsk-•Bigosovo 
317-318 Arma.vir-Tuapse-Sochi 
319-320 Guderm.es-Kizlyar 
321-322 Vologda-Arkbangelsk 
323~324 ltorosten-Olevsk 
325-326 Orsba-Lepel 
327-328 Novosibirsk-Semipal.atinsk 
329-330 Barnaul-Biisk 
331-332 Nov.osibirsk-Kuznetsk 
333-334 Kazan-Yoshkar Ola 
335-336 Novgorod-Luga 
337-338 Dniepropetrovsk-Dolinskaye. 
339-340 Postov/Don-Novorossisk 
341-342 Berdyansk-Solikamsk 
343-344 Not used 



345-34f T~shkent Stalinabad 
.3i.7-34.8 Troitsk -Kustanai 
.7i49-350 Kartaly-Ms.gni togorsk 
.351-352 Nizhny Tagil •Bogdanovich 
3~3-354 Pskov-Gdov-Razyezd No.9 
355-356 Voronezh~Anna 

357-358 Grechany-Zakupnoye 
359-360 Roslavi-Osipovichi 
361-362 Birzula-Pomoshnaya 
363-364 Krasnodar-Akhtari 
365-366 Grechany-Volochisk 

(Podwoloczisk, Poland) 

This brings the infonna.tion up to 1931. One wonders if the old 
Tsarist numbers have since been re-allotted to territories recovered since 1939 ! 
Some of the above are in languages other than Russian, as I have seen part of an 
oval with the term Postal Wagon in Ukrainian. No set fonn was adhered to, 
Nus. 2, 26, 36, 40, 134, 192 and 209(2 sizes) are ovals while Nos. 96, 116, 125, 
1 '2(, 26E and 336 are circular. 

Nos. 1~-6 are Orel-Gomel in the list but are often found as cancellAtions
t,.:..-order with the names Orekhovo zuevo-Ilyinski Pogost and initials n.B. at 
bottnro. c•n quite a few issues going back to the 1922 Volga Famine set. No. 336 is 
listed as Luga-Novgorod but s. G. 811 has been seen with this number reading 
Leningrad-Staraya---- dated 16.1. 39- No. 96 has the initials n. B. standing before 
the place-names. 

srEA:MER ROUTES 
The 1931 work lists the following:-

Astrakhan-Bak.u Nikolaevsk/Amur-Okhotsk 
Astrakhan-Fort Aleksandrov Nikolaevsk/Amur-Vladivostok 
Balw-Lenkoran Nizhny Novgorod··Astrakhan 
Blagov6shchensk-Ekimchan Odessa-Ba.tum 
Blagv-veshchensk-Zeya Perm-Cherdyn 
Khabarovsk -Nikolaevsk/Amur Perm-Rybinsk 
Krasnovodsk-Ba.ku Sretensk-Blagoveshchensk 
Nikolaev·-Voznesensk Zaporozhye-Kllerso'n 
Nikol~evsk/Amur-Kerbi 

Nizhny-Astrakhan must be amongst the longest river mail runs in the world. 
Several of these routes have been seen on Tsarist, Soviet and Far Ea.stern 
Republ:Lc issues, the cancellations being oval in shape , unnumbered, but having 
the abbreviated or full word for steamer at bottom. Odessa-Ba.tum exists with the 
names reversed for the return trip so, probably the others occur thus. A further 
rout1c: Yalwtsk--Ust Kut dated 15. 8. 27- has been seen on (rather incongruously) 
s.G._37~i! As the p0stma.rk is in the old spelling, the service must have been in 
existence from Tsarist times. 

T.P.O. ·s IN THE BALTIC REPtf.BLICS 
The most surprising feature about these cou~tries is tmt they kept to the 

f.T.ral form for the travelling ·post. :Moreover vokzal becomes vaksal in Estonian, and 
vagzalas in Lithuanian. The I.e.tvians plumped for staci a which is obviously derived 
fr,,m stantsiya. The Russian pochtovy; vagon is Postv w a n (Est), Pasta 
v(w)agiR (Lat) and Pasto vagona.s (Lith) respectively. 

The EgrONIAN cancels have R>ffi(W)AGUN at bottom, while the VAKSALS are 
circular. -A listing of both these, which are unnumbered will be found in Billig's 
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Handbook; Vol. VI. According ·to . the 1951 URJ listing the· following VAKSAL offices 
now exist in the Estonian SSR:- Kokhtla Miannilo.i, Palupera, Peedu, Sane, 
Tammiste and Vigala. 

The T. P.O. marks used during the first days of the republic consist of a 
single -line P. WAGUN, a circular postmark 32nm in diameter containing POsr=WAGUN 
in two lines with an ornament underneath, and single-lines P. w. WAIK-TALLINN and · 
vice-versa. The fonner two are quite scarce. 

LATVIAN markings are either numbers or unnumbered with the initials P. W. 
or P. V. The followi.ng have been seen:- · 

Kemeri-Riga 
Liepaja-Riga No. 2· 
Riga-Valka. 
Titupe-Riga 

Valka.-Riga 
W(V)entspils-Riga 
WEEGOLBil{E..Eerika-Riga. 
Zilupe-Riga 

The Li thuanians a.ll have the abbreviation P.Asro VAG. ·and number at bottom:-

Kybartai-Ryga No.1 
Ryga-Kybartai No. 2 
Kybartai-Klaipeda No.3 

Kybartai-Kretinga No.?. 
· ? -Panevezys No.?. 

No doubt Baltic specialists will be able to add considerably to the above. 
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THE "0 L" FLAW ON THE 1 Ok OF 1924 

By DR. A, H. WORTKA.N 

A request from a reader for more artioles ·on Soviet stamps reminded me 
of a variety whioh I first came upon some years ago and which I do not think 
has been recorded yet. 

Some oollectors make rude remarks about a variety when it is a mere 
"fly-speok". This variety has at least the merit. of being visible to the 
unaided eye. It is constant and about twenty examples have been seen, on and 
off cover, and mostly in pairs and blocks, 

An examination of the illustration will show that the variety occurs 
on the typographed 1 Ok of 1924. In the lower part of the white letter 110 11 of 
the Russian word 11ZOI.OTOM," there is a speck of blue, the colour of the stamp, 
and the letters 11011 and "L" are joined. It seems in fact that the normal 
piece of colour which separetes the two white letters has become shifted 
upwards and to the left on to the white part of the letter 110 11 • 

We oan only speculAte As to how this variety was oaused. Since we are 
dealing with a stamp printed by the method of typogrepey, the coloured portion 
is mAde by that part of the printing plate which is in relief, standing above 
the level of the rest of the plate. It may be that a sharp instrument struok the 
printing plate at an angle, pushing that,portion of the metal standing in relief 
between the "0" and the "L" out of its usual position. 

It oocurs both on the imperf. stamp (s. G, No. 351) and the perf. 14 x 14½ 
( s. G. No. 391 ) but I have not seen it on the perf. 12, A year or two ago I came 
across two large used blooks oontaining the' flaw, and these enabled me to give 
its position as being the first stamp of the third row of the .pane, that is, No.11 
of the pane. As usual this stamp was printed in sheets of 100, consisting of four 
panes of 25, two by two, with gutter margins between them. I do not know whether 
it occurs on only one, or more than one, or even all the panes, Perhaps some 
reader who has larger blocks or a complete sheet, will be able to tell us, 

Postmarks on these stamps are mostly of Moscow with February 1924 dates 
but Moscow postmarks of 22, 12, 1923 and 1, 1, 1924 as well as 22, 4-1924 have been seen 
on the imperf. stamp and a Tiraspol 28,7,- (probably 1924) on the perforate. 
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THE SIBERIAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE 1918-19 

By Ma,ior Adrian E- Hopkins; M. c. 

Reproduced from the Postal History Society Bulletin by 

kind permission of the author 

In the very elusive First Supplement to "The Postmarks of Great Britain 
and Ireland" by Alcock & Holland (now long out of print and at a high premium) 
appears an article by E. Jagger entit.led "Postmarks of the Siberian Expeditionary 
Force". This was published in 1940, and in a recent letter Mr. Jagger tells me 
that he has not written any subsequent article on the subject. 

By a fortunate accident there came tnto my possession a short while ago 
a long series of covers which dernonstra te the wanderings of the 9th Battalion 
The Hampshire Regiment through the whole of their service in World War I. This 
series of covers is of such remarkable interest that I propose to give sane 
description of them, and to recapitulate Mr.Jagger's findings relative to their 
origin, with some slight additions. 

The British Military Mission in Siberia consisted of the 9th Battalion 
Hampshire Regiment and the 25th Battalion Middlesex Regiment. These were ordered 
:;n 1918 to proceed to Sib~ria to assist the Czecho Slovak legions operating 
against the Bolsheviks. 

The 25th Middlesex landed in August, . 1918 at Vladivosto~ followed by 
the 9th Hampshire$ from Hong Kong, who travelled from Vladivostok to Omsk in 
cattle trucks during December. After spending the winter at Omsk and Krasnoyarsk, 
the troops were withdrawn in the sunmer of 1919 to Vladivostok. 

A detachment of the Royal Engineers (Postal Section) proceeded to 
Vladivostok, arriving there at a time when it had been decideci ·t0 w-ithdraw the 
British contingent. 

Two aat~stamps were used by the British at Vladivostok, one reading 
BRITISH MISSION POST OFFICE VLADIVOSTOK, and the other FIELD POST OFFICE 201. 
In additicri, there was a handstruck postage stamp or frank reading BRITISH 
MILITARY MISSION POST OFFICE. This was not known to Mr. Jagger in 1940, but he 
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has since seen an example. The uite Reverend P.E.Raynor, i.n his book 11Er1.tish 
Anny Postmarks" mentions Field Post Office 200 as opera.ting in Siberia. He does 
not mention 201, and nc evidence of the use of 200 has since come to light. His 
book was published in 1920, when tht3 Siberian story had hardly finished, so i.t 
seems likely that he was in error. Colonel G.R.Crouch, who is the leading 
authority on Anny Post Offices today, has never seen 200, though he has 197, 198, 
199, 201 and 202 (the last used in 1922 in Ireland). 

On September 8, 1919, the 25thM:iddlesex sailed fran Vladi7ostok for home, 
followed by the 9th Hamp8hires on November 1, 1919. M:r. Jagger records a range of 
dates for FPO 201 froo.,_ August 2h, 1919 tc. October 21,1919. He states that he had 
only found August dates i.n the British Military Mission datestamps. 

The Siberian Expedi tiona.ry Force was truly international, almost more s• 
than the army in Korea today. In addition to the British troops, there were 
60,000 Japanese, 12,000 Poles, 9,000 .AJnericans, 4,000 Canadians, 4,000 Serbians, 
4,000 Roumanians, 2,000 Italians, 800 French and 50,000 Czecho-Slovaks. 

The American Force consisted of the 27th U.S. Infantry Regiment, 
31 at Infantry Regiment, and approximately 4,000 men of the 8th Division frcm 
Camp Fremont, California. The first of these arrived on August 16, 1918 at 
Vladivostok, and _the last units left that port on April 1, 1920. Two types of 
datestamps were used, each with the inscription U.S. POSTAL AGlliCY SIBmIA. 

Canadian forces used a datestamp reading FIELD R>ST OFFICE CANADIAN 1 
SIBERIAN EXP. FORCE. Presumably all the other contingents had their own Field 
Post Off ices, but the 9th Hampshire letters only show Bri tiah and Canadian 
markings. I have seen no others, but Mr. Jagger has records of French and Czecho
slovak markings-. 

/4~,-
,· ~o 

/:.,'-': ,..~A01-<l1,, 

' . 

AP 16 
19 

£x\'. 

ON ACTIVE SERVICE 
-NOCHARGETOBERNSED 

And now the letters. There are approximately 130 in all, and these cover 
the whole service of the Battalion from leaving England until leaving Vladivostok. 
Just 100 are from India and these bear the Civil Post Office markings of the 
numerous places in India where the writer was stationed in 1916, 1917 and 1918. 
Amongst these are Kasauli, Dagshai, Ferozepore, Bangalore, Hebbal. All are addressed 
to Bowmemouth. 

The first letter of the series shows BASE AIMY POST OFFICE T 14 FE 16 and 
as the Battalion embarked for overseas in February, this suggests either that they 
travelled overland and embarked at Marseilles, or that it was posted at Port Sa.id 
in transit, which is more likely. Then follow the whole range of 100 frcm India, 
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and one dated 24 OCT 18 from .Ailba.la is endorsed "Last letter from India". 

Then follow COI.a030 PAQUEBOT 2 NO 18, SINGAPORE S-S 9 NO 18, OFFICiA.L , 
PAID HONG KONG 18 NO 18, and two which passed through the Canadian F.P.O. on 
DE 8 and De 14 18. Both these are marked PASSED BY CENSOR 003, but the second 
is endorsed 1/12/18, and the reason for the fortnight's delay is obscure. 

The next (surprisingly) passed through the Chinese Civil P.O. at 
Harbin Manchuria, or 23 DEJ 18, and is franked with a 10 cents adhesive. It 
is endorsed 22/12/18 and carries a censor's signature, so presumably the mail 
was off-loaded from. the train on the journey westwards and was handed in bulk 
to the Chinese Post 0£fice at Harbin. · 

The next are endor_sed "Omsk 22/1/19" and "Omsk 26/1/19". Both are 
datestam.ped by the Canadian F.P.O. on FE 12 19 Lnd FE 19 19 respectively, so 
the time lag from the front to the base was about three weeks. Then comes one 
endorsed "0msk 7/2/19" and"Recd 20/4/19 11

•• This is handstamped ON ACTIVE . 
SERVICE NO CHARGE TO BE RAISED (illustrated) which may have been put on in 
London on arrival. Several more with April dates were handled by the 
Canadian F. P.O., and three others show the large BRITISH KILIT.ARY :MISSION R>ST 
OFFICE (two black, ,•ne vi,..;let) which apparently preceded the VLADIVOSTOK type, 
the dates of arrival in England being in June and July. 

Then comes a. series with the BRITISH MISSION R)S'l' OFFICE VLADIVOSTOK 
6atestainP.€i, which range from. JY 4 to AU 19 at Vladivostok. One dated AU 14 19 
at Vladivofctok. is endorsed "Aug 4th-Return to Vladivostok". The strikes are 
mostly pc.•or, ·but the dates a.re fortunately legible. 

Finally we have the FIELD rogr OFFICE 201. These range from 22 AU· 19 to 
; 00 19, all clear strikes. The first is earlier than Kr.Jagger's record of 
August 2f, but his October 21 is nearly three weeks later than the last of this 
group. 

So ends this most remarkable series of covers. The name of the writer does 
not transpire, but they a.re all addressed to the same lady, who is a ''1iiss". So 
it is to be hoped that he married her when he got home and that they lived happily 
ever after. It is not often that one can follow the whole fortunes of a regiment 
through a campaign by means of a. complete series of letters. It has only been my 
luck once befo1.e, and that was in an earlier and long forgotten conflict, the 
British Legion in Spa in 1 835-37-
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THE ROMANOV TEBCffi'rllN.ARr ISSUE 

P.ARr.III 

By DR. G. B. SALISBURY 

ROM.ANOVS m FINLAND 

If' the Romanov Czars were to study the birth of their nation, as well as 
the origin of their ruling family, they would have to read about the Finns. 
Some historians claim that the Finns came, or were driven northward f'ran the 
Volga, in the eighth century. Others state that when the great hordes of' 
invaders threatened the West in the 4th, 5th and 6th centuries, the Finns were 
the first to be . driven out of Northern· Russia, so cne f'inds a bit of confusion 
at the very start. It is certain however that the remaining Finns blended with 
the Slavs, and by their union founded the people a£ moc'ern. Russia. They f'ot:nded 
Nov6crcd and Kiev, but the attacks of' the Rua f'rcm the North and internal strife 
of the leaders forced these pet.JPle to invite the great Rua Prince Ruric to rule 
over them. Nestor, the historian of Kiev, states that Finns called the Vikings 
by the name of' ttRuotsi", and the same term was used when speaking of Ruric and 
his f'oll ewers. Thus the name "Russia" was bozn. Besides giving the Czars the 
name of' their land and inviting the distant and ancient relatives of the Romanovs 
to rule over them, the Finns likewise founded the oapi tal of the Rornanovs, 
l.foscow. Records prove that Finns settled by the lfoskva River and founded Moscow, 
a village which later was inherited by Alex.ander Nevski '·s son. It developed 
quickly into a trading post for grain and honey going up the river to NC\ &orod •. 

The bocks on the Mor.gal invasion of Russia likewise mention Finns. When 
Teutonic and Livonian knights took anns against the M:ongols, the Finns did the 
same. When all three retreated, and passed the Novgorcd region, they ravaged it 
thoroughly. Anotr.er book describes a Russian noble in his crude iron armoux 
going to battle against the invaders. He is mounted on a powerful horse and is 
sun-ounded by his Finns and peasants, who are to fight on foot, and whom the 
nobleman contemptuously calls 1tsmerdi" or "stinkers". 

In the 1 2th Century Finland proper fought 'Sweden in a war that lasted 
nearly one hundred years and ended by Sweden ruling Finland for five centuries~ 
V{hen Peter the Great built st. Peters burg he realised that his new capital was 
but 33 miles from Finland. In 1721 he secured portions of Finland, Karelia, 
districts of Viborg and Kexholm in the Swedish ten-itory, thus protecting his 
capital by buffer areas. In 1743 his daughter Elizabeth gained more Finnish 
lands by the Treaty of Abo. In 1 809 !Jweden ceded to J lexander I the Grand Duchy 
of Finland with the Aland Islands by the Treaty of Frederikshaven. The Czar was 
to be the Grand Duke and he was to preserve all the Finnish · laws and its 
constitution. This pledge was kept tmtil 1897. 

When discontent in Finland was fomented by covetous Sweden, Czar 
Alexander II won ever the population by backing the nationalist movement. He 
authorised the issuance of postage stamps showi.t..g the rampant lion of Finland 
topped by .the crown of Rhssia. FinJand profited well by the easy policy of the 



Czars. It was within the framework of the Enpire, yet contributed no men to 
military service while receiving protection. She placed a tariff on Russian 
goods, and her people were out of jurisdiction of the Russian courts and laws. 

Alexander III in 1891 reorganised the postage, coins and customs of 
Finland and the Imperial arms of Russia nor. graced its postage stamps. Protests 
were fruitless, and when the monarch died in 1894 his son Czar Nicholas II 
removed all fonns of freedom from the land. The period of 1897-9 canpleted the 
measures of "£>l)Pression and efforts of Russianizing Finland. 

During the Revolution of 1905, Finland aided the agitation in Russia 
and its actior influenced the Czar to grant it its old rights. A period of quiet 
followed but the Czar was hoE.tile to hare rule and in 1910 eliminated thef.e 
privileges. On July 20 1917 the Diet declared Finnish independence. The 
Russian Provisional Government ordered the dissolution of the Diet and the 
forms. tion of e new ox:.e. Kerensky-' s government fell however and on December 6 1917 
Finland was declared an independent republic. Civil war foll~d between the Reds 
and the Whites. When Finland signed its treaty with the Germans following the 
Treaty of Brest-Li tovsk, German troops entered and remained during 1 91 8. On 
July 5, 1919, a Finnish Republic was established. 

Normal mail relations were secured ·with Finland by the ruling Romanovs 
during different periods of absorption. In 1 839 the Abo Steamship Line 
established mail connecticms between Russia and the Gulf of Finland, between 
Revel and Helsingf'ore. Ie.ter or. the Delphin Company joined Viborg, Helsingfors 
and st. Petersburg in a postal set up. Ordinary mail was carried free, while the 
insured mail and po&tal officials were carried for a very small sum. During the 
reign of Alexander II mail service was established on Ie.kes Iadoga. and Onega, 
between st. Peters burg and Petrozavodsk, on ships of the st. Peters burg-Volga 
Steamship Lines. Ordinary mail was carried free and the region s~iced by the 
ships aided the border territory between Russia and Finland. 

The ROlllElnov Issue was used in Finland and my collection sho.vs a number 
of postmarks of Finnish towns. Among them are Viborg, Helsingf'ors, Abo and 
Nyslott. The~e however are not often seen. 

ROMANOVS IN THE BALTICS 

Before and after Ruric's time Novgorod carried on a brisk and profitable 
trade with the Baltic regions, Ruric 's descendant, Prince Vladimir, the 
Charlemagne of Pussia, is known not only for his unification of the country and 
his acceptance of Christianity, but also for his conquest of Lithuania and Livonia. 

In 1051 Vladimir's son, Yaroslav died, and his sons divided up the domains, 
weakening . the nation. Successful invasions of Russia followed by the Poles, 
Lithuanians, Danes and the Teutonic barons. At one iime the Lithuanians came to 
the very gates of Moscow. This was reversed by Alexander Nevsk;y, who reunited the 
land and extended his don:.inions, conquering both the Livonians and the Li thuanians. 
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Ivan the Terrible committed great cruelties in the Baltic provinces; 
however, in his war with Livonia he was unsuccessful, and had to cede that· land 
to Sweden in 1582. Ivan's fortress Ivangorod, that was built in Narva, Estonia, 
was used centuries later by the Estonians as a Verdun against the Bolsheviks, 
and withstood 22 consecutive assaults in 1919! 

In studying the history of the Czars Michael and Alexis Romanov, we note 
the mention of Lith prisoners being used as soldiers to man the stockades of the 
ostrogs of Siberia. Evidently the early Romanc-vf" carried on a bit of warfare 
against the Baltic States. 

Peter the Great recos;nised the Baltic regi.on as the "open window" into 
EUrope, and turned to it after the f'iasco of tia attempt to win the wann waters 
of the Black Sea. Peter was unsuccessful at Narva in 1700, but in his further 
struggles with Charles XII of Sweden he captured Noteborg, or Schlusselburg, 
Dorpat, and finally Narva in 1704- In 1706 the Russians took Kalish and in 1709 
Peter defeated Charles at the Battle of Foltava. In the following year the 
control of the Baltic states fell into the hands of the Russians, and this was 
form.ally recognised by the Treaty of llrystad in 1721. Russia received Livonia, 
Estonia, part of Finland, Ingria, Karelia, and the district of Viborg, and 
~ekholm., Oesel and other islands in the Baltic between Viborg and Courland. 

In 1712 Peter married Martha. Skravonskaya, a Livonian or Lithuanian 
camp follower, who had been taken prisoner at the sto1ming pf Marienburg in 1702. 
She was the wife of a Swedish dragoon, a mistress of rr.a.ny of Peter's soldiers and 
generals, a role which she maintained with Peter Romanov until their belated 
marriage. Upon accepting the Greek Orthodox faith she took the name of Catherine. 
Peter the Great erected a palace f~r her in Estonia, the Kadriorg Palace, an.d 
this building was reconditioned in 1929 as a summer residence of President Pits. 
Catherine ruled after her husband's death, as Catherine I, and her daughters 
likewise ruled as Czarinas not long afterwards. 

Peter II followed Catherine, and was married to Anne, Duchess Qf 
Courland. I had the pleasure of seeing the Bachelor's Hall of Blackheads in 
Riga, where Anne danced gaily until 5 a.m. Her glass slipper Cinderella-style 
was left behind, and is still shown proudly as a relic. 

In 1730 Axme the Duchess of Courland ruled Russia. She was the daughter 
of Ivan V, half imbecillic brother of Feter the Great. Her favourite, a German 
Ba.lt by the name of Biron, was the actual ruler, and this he did with great 
severity. When Anne died, he remained as the regent of the little Ivan, grandson 
of Catherine of :Mecklenburg, another daughter of Ivan v. Little Ivan and Biron 
were quickly turned out by the court clique and the Russian crown was offered to 
Elizabeth, daughter of Peter the Great. 

E11.zabeth's great passions were handsome giants, and Frederick the Great 
of Prussia. She :oved the fonner to excess, surrounding herself at all times 
with them, and ended by marrying a huge Ukrainian choir singer, secretly cf course. 
Frederick the.Great was the object of her life long hatred. He coveted Courland 
and eventually open warfare broke out. Elizabeth tookMemel, and before the 
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fighting ended the Russian armies entered Berlin, celebrating the Czarina's 
victories by grandiose pillage. 

During the reign of Qatherin~ the Great Russia's boundaries were 
advanced to the centre of Lithuania and Volhynia. In 1793 Courland was. added t0 
the crown. Catherine distributed huge tracts of land in Lithuania among her 
German favourites, and many years later the descendants of these cooperated with 
the German government in Sept. 1917. They assumed the right to represent the 
Lithuanian people, and formed the Grand Diet of Vilna. There they decided on 
December 11 , 1917 to f'onn an alliance with the German Empire. There is a very 
interesting granite bridge across the Ena at Tartu that was built by Catherine 
the Great and it is one of' the many souvenirs that the Rorna.ncva left behind them 
in t~ Baltics. 

During the reign of the last two Rnmanovs intensive Russif'ication of' 
the Ba.ltics was carried out. Wo1.ld War I and the Treaty of Brest-I.,itovsk ended 
Russian oppression. When the ])npire collapsed the Baltic states took an active 
offensive against Russia. In 1920 they secured their independence. 

The Romanov Tercentenary Issue was not overprinted by the Baltic States 
in the general emissions. There is a record cf the use of the 1k Romanov 
Jubilee stamp by Estc-nia in the locaJ provisiL,nal Gf Wesenbex-g with an overprint 
and a surcharge (Seep. 71.cat.Spe'c.des timbr.pc,st.de Russi.e, 1S,?.7.Mais1,n R(ADeki.•). 
Other than that we must treat the Romanov stamps as the forerunners of the 
regular issues of' the independent republics of Latvia, Lit~uania and Estonia. 

Postmarks of the Baltic Provinces fr.rm a great sideline in my Romanov 
collection. Many high values that are enc0untered used bear cancellations of' 
the towns of this region. Some of these are extremely difficult to place on tru-, 
existing maps. 

I have the very scarce German Occupation uf 1915 pcstmarks on ROIDBnovs. 
These show a double concentric circular postmark broken in the m~.ddle third by 
the date, 5. I. 15 •. 8 9 V, encased above and below by a line. In the upper tMrd 
within two concentric lines is seen 11K.D.Feldpostampt 11 • In the lower third Wf" 

have the number of the field post office, N.:•.146, flanked •~n eac:h side by an 
ornamental star. 

I also have a collection of the Romani:,vs with pc,stmarks of the Soviet 
Occupation of Riga in 1919 of the "on the nnse" variety. The stamps are en 
piece. The double concentric circle postmark is net brcken in the middle third 
as in the previously described cancellations, and the date line is in the centre 
of the lnnerm•"'st circle. It is 12 5 19, with a line above and beh,w the date. 
At the top, enclosed by two concentric lines is 11RIGA11 • On each side between the 
lines we. have an eight pointed star on the left as an c.rnament, and the lett':'cr 
"a" on the right. Below is the word i1LATWIJA!' in capitals. These are likew: Ee 

extremely scarce. 

The Romanc!V Czars were very interested in pr·stal and trade relations wi.th 
the Ba.ltics because of' the great vc,lume of commerce that depended upon nurma~ and 
prompt communications. Czar Alexis (164.5-1616) at the instigation uf Ordin-
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Naschokin and the foreigners who lived in Russia, established in 1666 a yama from 
M:oecow to Courland. This was manned by the foreigners and they received all the 
revenues from the service. 

Peter the Great extended the postal service thr_oughout the Baltics 
establishing post offices and branches in Riga, Revel and Narva. All of these 
had a German postmaster and mailmen, and led to the Russianized German postal 
terms of today. In 1713 the privile_ge of yama was extended to all the people. 

Under Catherine the Great the price for sending a letter to the border 
was 8kop. per zolotnik. Prigara states that an average letter written on heavy 
paper of tliat day would cost ,2.00 by present standards. During her reign 
Olviopolski Border P.O. was set up, and this carried a great deal of mail that 
entered sectior.s of the :Baltic provinces. 

Dur\ng Paul I's reign a Lithuanian, or Li tovski Post Office was formed 
at Vilna in 1797, and it received the highest Local Postal Upravlenie status. 
Among the postal establishnents under it were the border post offices. 

On October 22 1830, during the reign of :r-~icholas I, an Ukase of the 
Senate reorganised the posts of the empire, and a little later the Litovski 
Post Office was abolished (1832). 

An interesting sideline of Russian philately is the study of the 
cancellations of the ports and steamships of the Baltic provinces. Peter the 
Great originated a mailboat service between Kronshtadt and Lubeck by setting 
aside two frigates for this duty. From that time on steady progress was made by 
the successive Czars. In 1839 postal relations were maintained by the steamships 
between Riga and other Baltic ports~ The steamship companies were organised in 
1830, and these carried mail and freight between Riga, Mitava and Lubeck, also 
between Russia and Prussia via the Baltic with stops at the various ports en 
route. In 1843 Stettin was also added as a port of call. 

In 1855 many rivers of the Baltic provinces were used for carrying mail, 
which was conveyed free if ordinary and only a small sum was involved if it was 
insured, or if the postal officials came along. At the beginning of the 20th 
Century all the navigable rivers carried the service. M?.il service on the ships 
differed from that on the railways, iri that the ships carrying the mail had the 
right to fly the Postal Flag of the Vedomstvo, and this gave them special 
privileges of sailing and other important rights. 

A collection of postmarks of the river and sea ports of the :Be.ltics, 
as well as of the ships that carried the mail, is indeed a great field and a 
fascinating one. 

ROMANOVS IN POLAND 

The predecessors of the early Romanovs and the Czars of the dynasty 
found Poland to be a great field of operations. One has but to look at the scope 
of the empire befcre its collapse to note that many lands which once had belonged 
to Poland were a part of the Russian domains. At one time Poland included Russian 
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Poland regions, West Russi.a, Livonia, Courland, a part of Little Russia, Galicia, 
Bessarabia, Moldavia, Carpathians, Posen, West Prussia, Pa.rt of East Prussia, etc. 
and one must admit that the acquisitive Czars had grabbed a lion's share of these 
territories. 

Alexander of Poland (1501-6) married Helen, Ivan the Third's sister, but 
that did not keep the Czar from attacking Poland a little later. Alexander's 
brother warred against Russia, but Ivan the Fourth, or the Terrible, got the 
best of the argument and gained Smolensk. Later, when skilled foreigners were 
badly needed by the Czar to moc~ernise the land, Poland retaliated by preventing 
them from entering Russia. Thus the strif'e and bickering went on between the 
two countries from time immemorial, but space, or lack of it, prevents-a lengthy 
account of the earlier controversies and fights. 

During the Times of Troubles (Smootnoye Vremie) Poland aided Pretender 
Dmitri to the throne of Boris Godunov. After the election of the first Romanov, 
Wladyslaw of Foland caused himself to be elect4d also and held some sort of 
authority for two years. Finally the Russians rose against him, and in 1618 the 
Polish Czar retired, releasing Philarette, Michael Romanov's father, as a captive 
of the Poles. The Poles also took away another Czar, Basil Shuisky with them, 
leaving Romanov to rule Russia all by himself. 

In 1652 during the reign of Czar Alexis, Bogdan Khmelnitzki, hetman of' 
the Cossacks went oyer t c the Russians, deserting the ~oies, thus joining the 
Cossacks of the Dnieper to the fonnidable army of the Cossacks of' the Don. In 
1667 a very important Treaty of' Andruszowo was signed by Poland and :Russia, the 
latter obtaining Chernigov, Smolensk (lost by Russia previously), other places 
beyond the Dnieper, and temporary possession of the ancient capital of' Kiev. In 
1686 Golitzin, acting f'or Czars Ivan and Peter, received Kiev permanently from 
the Poles. I.e.ter Peter cvnspired and schemed with Polish king Augustus II against 
the Swedish monarch Charles XII, 

While Czarina. Anna (16~3-1740) ruled over Russia Poland lost Courland, 
one of its fiefs, and this region was given to Biron, the Czarina's lover and 
the real autocrat of the Empire. 

In 1768 Poland resumed its warfare with.Russia and lost. In 1772 during 
the first partition of Poland, Russia took White Russia and all the part beyond 
the Dnieper. In 1793 at the Diet of' Grodno, the Poles were betrayed by their 
nobles and the second parti ti.(,n t,~ok place shortly afterwards, with Russia taking 
Lithuania and Volhynia. Catherine the Great joined Austria and Prussia in these 
two infamies, as well as in the third, at which time the balance of Poland was 
divided up among the three. At the Congress of Vienna Poland became a 
constitutional monarchy under Czar Alexander I but the constitution was withdrawn 
after the revolt of' 1830, an uprising caused by Russia's disregard of the 
constitution! Czar Nicholas I put down the revolt wit~ great severity. Other 
rebellions occurred in 1861, 1862 and 1863. In 1864 Poland lost self'-
administra tion completely and was incorpora. ted into the »npire in 1868. Cruel 
methods of Russif'ication were carried out up to the eve of' World war I. 

Polish autonomy was promised on August 15 1914 by Grand Duke Nicholas, 
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the Commander in Chief of the Russian Armies, who was worried about the loyalty 
of the Poles. Czar Nicholas. his nephew, appointed a commission to look into 
the matter, but by the time it started to function Russian Poland was entered by 
the Central Powers. These proclaimed the conquered regions of Warsaw and Lublin 
a new kingdom of Poland, but the real oentrol fell into the hands of the 
Gennans. Agitation of the patriots for the real freedom of Poland continued. 
After the collapse of Germany and after the signing of the Armistice, General 
Pilsudski took control of the country. Paderewski formed and headed the 
coalition cabinet in Jan.1919. The provisional government was recognised by the 
Allies on February 21 1919. In 1920 Poland Vv'B.ged a successful war against Soviet 
Russia insuring her independence. 

The story of the Polish post is very colourful. One reads about the 
post offices, postmasters and the aids in the Postal Ordinance of July 8 1667, 
which describes the coat of arms of the P.O., the pewter coat of arms with the 
eagle of the postal carriers, of theil"'·irnmunity and of the post horn "to be 
sounded publicly on the street in the morning, at noon, and in the evening, to 
notify the people that the mail is being collected fo1. shipment on Friday". 

Wlodzimirz Polanski, writing in the March 4 1950 issue of "Stamps" 
(translation by Makowski and Jankowski) cites documents of the time of Stanislaus 
Augustus, and the poetal reforms of that era which granted special privileges to 
the Post. Houses which contained post offices were freed from the duty of 
quartering army men. Postal vehicles and couriers were to get the right of way 
on the road upon the sotnding of the post horn. Besides for.t carriers, the 
special deliyery couriers and express couriers, were mounted carriers, the mail 
being transported by armed postillions. Various documents dealing with the 
instructions for the postal officials are given, dated 1764 and 1773. All of 
these as well as the ones dating up to 1861 deal with the duties of the 
postillions, their riding habits, uses of post ho1.ns, conduct while on duty, 
etc. The article, entitled "The Post Horn and Post Signals" is highly recommended 
to the student of Folish postal history. 

In 1851, the po:::tal affairs of Poland were placed under the jurisdiction 
of the Imperial Postal Department and were embodied in the thirteenth postal 
okrug (Okrug for the Kingdom of Poland) When tre postal okrugs woo:oe abolished in 
1853, the Polish, the Siberian, and the Caucasian-Transcaucasian Okrugs were 
allowed to continue. In 1862 the Okrug for Poland, (13th) was replaced by an 
independent Upravlenie of Posts, free from the jurisdiction of the Imperial 
Postal Department. This was done at the req~est of the former Viceroy of Poland, 
Grand Duke Cor.stantine Nikolaevich. Prigara states that this was nullified by 
the Highest Ukaze December 19 1866, which ord3red that from 1/13 Jan 1867 the 
Polish Postal Upri:wlenie ,.J.s to b'":! no lo,.ger independent of the Ministry of Posts 
and Telegraph and that it was to be called the Western Postal Okrug. 

On December 15 1870 another ruling de~reed that starting with January 1/13 
1 871, the Western Okrug Vv'B.s to be abolished and replaced by ppstal sections in 
various gubernias, subject to the supervision of the Postal Departoent. Thus from 
that date, the history of the post becomes but a rep~tition of all the other posts 
of the empire. 

Russian postage stamps were used in the Kingdom of Poland from 1858 until 
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1860. On December 20-(January 1) 1860 Pol~h stamp Number I was issued, and 
this remained in use until 1/13 April 1865. At that time all the remainders of 
the first stamp issue were returned to the Postal Upravlenie, and 208,515 stamps 
were destroyed (Rossica No.21). The Polish postmarks lasted a bit longer and 
were withdrawn, according to v. Racl:lnanov (Kingdom of 1 ol.&.nd Postal Cancellations, 
1858-·74) about 1874~ 

From that time on Russian postal issues were used throughout the Polish 
Kingdom. My collection of the Romanov 'l-ercentenary Issue of 1913 contains a 
large gr0up of stamps, covers and pQstmarks of the Polish post offices of the 
period. These are arranged by gubernias, and by the types of umcella tiona. 
The latter has several choice sections that never fail to fascinate me: the 
out-of-the-way P.O's, the Austrian Field Post cancellations on the Roma.nova 
(illustrated in the last instalment), the mute cancellations, the war censor 
marks, prisoner of war covers, and many other interesting facets of world war I. 

ROMANOVS lN TRANOOAUCASIA 

Transcaucasia, the land bridge to Turkey and Iran, had always appealed 
to ~he Czars because of its strategic importance and its inmense riches. The 
Cossacks, during the reigm. of the early Rom&novs, made sporadic raids into the 
ten-itory, and under Peter the Great invaded it as a prelude to the attack on 
Persia that did not materialize. Russians did occupy and hold Baku. Alexander I, 
after conquering parts of the Caucasus, added the ancient kingdom of Georgia to 
the Romanov crown on September 21 1 801. This served as a springboard for his 
attacks on what wa.s then ea lled Persia. The regions around Baku foi:,ned the great 
prize in the eyes of the Czar, and the fire .worshippers of the Apsheron peninsula 
merely pointed the wa.y to the riches of the oil fields of Balakhany and Surakhany. 
Before long the barges of oil sailed up the Caspian to .b.strakhan, and up the 
Volga into the interior of Mother Russia. Thus Azerbaijan became most important 
to the economy of the empire. 

Nichol&.& I gained Erivan and Nakhichevan when he signed the Treaty of 
Turkman-tchad: in 1828 with Persia. Alexander II not only warred with Turkey, now 
so conveniently near, because of the land route, but sent Prince Bariatinsky 
against Shamyl of Caucasus, long a thorn in the side of the Russian bear. Shamyl 
was defeated and captured, and with his exile into the heart cf Russia, the 
Caucasus was finally subjugated. Now the rear of the armies was secure, and 
supplies were no longer threatened. The Caspian Sea now became a Russian lake, 
and the Czar was all set fr•r the ccnquest of Central Asia. 

In 1871 the sea lanes in the Black Sea teemed with Russian vessels, as 
the rights were recovered, lost temporarily after the Crimean War fiasco. 
Alexander III and his son Nicholas II, the last Romanov, tried not only to 
capitalize on the riches of the new doreains, but tried to Russify the polyglot 
population of (,aucasus and Transcaucasia. The latter region offered the greatest 
difficulty. This melting pot of eight million people was composed of many.etl:mic 
groups, not miscible with the Slavs. There were Gec•rgians, Armenians, Azerbaijan 
Tartars of Turkish origin, Swans, Pshaves, Khosurs, Imertians, Adzahars, Ossetians, 
Kabardins, Talysh, Kurds, Abkhaz groups and many others, all vecy clannish and. 
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antagonistic towards each other as well as collectively hostile towards their 
new rulers. 

In 1840 the 12th Postal Okrug for the Transcaucasian Area (zaka.vkazki 
Krai) was set up. In 1 &..a Prince Voronzov, the Viceroy, approved a plan fer 
anvelopes of 11, 21, 31, 41 and 51 kopecks for mail going to Russia. '!'he General 
Postal Administration in st.Petersburg turned this plan down because preparations 
were already on the way for production of a general issue of envelopes. In 1853 
the 12th Postal Okrug was altered to Caucasus and Transcaucasian Okrug, forming 
with the Siberian and the Polish the only three remaining okrugs in the Empire. 
These were abolished in 1884, when the Postal and the Telegraph services were 
united. 

Transcaucasia was the birthplace of the first Russian· postage stamp, 
the Tiflis local,. issued in November of 1857- It was sold in the Tiflis 
Provincial Post Office in Georgia, 01 Gruzia. The stamp cost six kopecks, and 
was issued by the order of the Viceroy of Namestnik, for payment of the tariff 
for the ta,m post. 

The Romanov Tercentenary issue served as a forerunner of the stamps of 
Armenia, Azerbaijan. Georgia and BA tum, issued after the collapse of the Roma.nova. 
Armenia and Batum were the only ones that utilized the issue for overprints and 
surcharges. A very interesting collection can be gathered of cancellations on 
Romanov stamps showing various tOWE.s of Transcaucasia. 

The Republics of the Caucasus mushroomed out of the decay of Czardom, 
while Soviet Russia fought Denikin and his like as well as the invading Poles. 
In October 1917 the triad of Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia became one, by the 
action of the Council of the Transcaucasian Republic in Tiflis, but the loose 
bonds were soon cast o:ff after the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. Georgia and Armeni.a, 
being anti-Turk, ba.lked at the proviso allowing Turkey to loot and to govern 
Transcaucasia. Azerbaijan, beirig pro-Turkish, welcomed the Treaty. On :May 26 1918 
Georgia proclaimed its independence and the other two quickly followed her example. 

All three were returned into the Russian sphere shortly after the British 
evacuated Ba tum. Bolsheviks in .Xeerbaijan overthrew the :Mensheviks in Bakl and. 
set up a Soviet form of govermnent. With the strong aid of the Russian Red Army 
Azerbaijan troops invaded Armenia and Georgia. Georgia fell in February 1921, 
Armenia in April of the same year. For her action Azerbaijan received a large 
bit of land that formerly was a part of the other twc short lived republics. The 
triad, once more wiitea. as the Transcaucasian Federal Soviet Republic, was finally 
absorbed by the U.S.S.R. 

The earliest types of Armenian stamps issued after the break up of tha 
Enpire made use of the Russian Imperials by ove:r-printing and surcharging them with 
new values. William E. Hughes, writing on Armenia, p.121,B.J.R.P. ably describes 
and illustrates the "Z" overprints and the monograms used by the Armenian government 
on Russian postage stamps. He states that the "Z" in· the overprint i:=1 really a 
combination of the Armenian "H" and "S" (stanaing for Hayistan State) while the 
monograms are really initials of the Armenian Republic. The illustrations 
excellently show the differences between the true and the forged t)'!)es, an 
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important feature, because of the countless forgeries on the market. 
"Transcauoasia arid Its Stamps" . by the same author is highly recommended for 
additional reading on this fe.scinating subject~ 

It has been my experience that far 
Armenian surcharges a.nd overprints are not 
bogus. The same applies to the postmarks •. 
placea on forged overprints and surcharges-' 
philatelic injury! 

too many Roma.nova exhibiting 
the true issues of Armenia, but are 
Many are forged, and are generally 

Thus an insult is added to the 

It would be redundant to list the Armenian overprints and surcharges 
on the Romanov Jubilee stamps. They are listed in Soott as Nos.184-192, also 
the thin cardboard currencies 193-195, and the 1916 provisionals 196-197. 
Gibbons lists them as 142a-143c. Colour of the overprint and the surcharge is 
black and the type is that of the provisionals-March 1920, showing the snake
like monogram. 

La.ck of space does not allow illustration of all of the Roma.nova in my 
collection with Armenian markings.· The scarcest will be shown i. e. the 1 OOr on 
1k and another stamp that is quite scarce, the 100rori 2k Romanov. All of the 
stamps listed are difficult to obtain, and none of them is actually free from 
suspicion, of possible· forgery. 

ROMANOVS IN PERSIA 

Several history books state that Peter the Great sent an embassy to 
Persia in 1715~ and. through diploma.tic channels cultivated friendly rela-tions 
with the Shah. This is far from the truth and is entirely "out of character", 
considering the ways of the Romanovs. 

Peter felt that control of the trade routes through the Black sea, the 
Caucasus and the Caspian was "indispensable to Russia". Russian trade was 
suffering from tremendous competition with the Persians, Turks and the Armenians. 
So he sent his agents to Persia and ad...-ised the Shah that he was entering the 
Caspian provinces to "aid the hard-pressed Persians against the Afghans and all 
rebels". :Meanwhile plans were laid tc c,ccupy the Caucasus, to aid the Georgians 
and the Armenians against the Turks and to occupy all of Northern Persia. At the 
last moment Peter the Great remembered his fiasco at Pruth and Cherkassy, and 
gave up the grandiose plan at the gates of' Derbent. 

Peter left the Sultan alone and concentrated upon the Shah. Russians 
landed at Resht and at Baku proclaiming their desire to aid the Persians against 
the Afghans and the Kurds. In vain, the Shah protested that he was able to 
protect himself very nicely without any outside help. The Persian ambassador at 
St.Petersburg was "persuaded" to cede all the Caspian provinces to Russia, but 
the Russian Amoo.ssador in Persia was ccrnered and besieged at Resht. Before the 
strategy of Peter the Great turned into nothing, Baku and the coastline arouncl'it 
was given to the Russians, thanks tc• the consent of the Sultan, but the Caspian 
provinces reimined in the hands of the Shah. 
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Alexander I continued the policy of his ambitious ancestor. He 
initiated a war against Persia that ended during the reign of Nicholas I in 
1828. By the Treaty of Turkman-tchai, Provinces of Erivan and Nakhichevan were 
added to the empire, thus·gaining control of the Caspian Sea and the approaches 
to Central Asia. 

In 1847 a R.O.P. i.T. for the Caspian Sea was organised, shortly after 
the formation of the same for the Levant. The company's name was "K.avkaz" or 
"Caucasus" uni ting with the other steamship lines within the year under the 
name of ''Mercury". This company carried on communications alsc on the Volga, 
Oka, Kama and their tributaries. Mail was carried free and was transported in 
special cabins of ships.· Ie.ter, the Transcaspian Railrced was built, which not 
only improved postal coumunioations but threatened both Persia and Afghan 
Turkestan, the gateway to India. 

During World War I, Russian and British armies cooperated in defending 
Persia from the threats of Germany and Turkey. Russians occupied the Persian 
province of Azerbaijan, and during the greater part of the year 1 916, pasta l 
functions were performed by a special postal branch in the General Consulate 
in Tabriz. In the B.J.R.P. No.8 a photo was shown by the author with the · 
Tabriz Russian Consulate postmark of the Imperial Russian Post Office in Persia. 
It shows a Romanov stamp, so does a similar one "in.the collection of Dr.L.S.Snegireff. 

Russian consulates at that time were in Teheran, Ispahan and Tabriz. 
The author has not seen any stamps or covers with the cancellations of Russian 
post offices other than the Tabriz items just mentioned. 

Although the cancellations of the Russian post offices in Persia on the 
Roma.nova are scarce. postmarks of Persia on the Imperials are more frequent. A 
double circle bi-lingual date is seen on the Romanovs. In his article on 
"Persian Postmarks, Russian 20th. Century Imperial Issues" s. D. Tchilinghirian~ 
in B.J.R.P.5:83, speaks of the Recht (Arrivee) on the 1913 issue 3kop. stamps, 
showing the cancellation introduced in 1914 and still in use in 1921. The 
majority of the stamps have a 1915 date. 

ROMANOVS IN CENTRAL ASIA 

Czar Michael Feodorovitch, the first Romanov, initiated relations with 
the Central Asiatic powers by comnumicating with the Khan of Khiva. It was 
relative to the Cossack excursions and raids into the khanate. later, Peter the 
Great sent an expedition into the Khivian lands with the aim of reducing the 
Khan to the state of a vassal. This venture proved to be a total failure. 
However in 1718 a fortress was built at Semipalatinsk, then at Kansk, and finally 
a chain of forts as far west as Orenburg. 

In 1732 the Kirghiz of the Middle and the Little Hordes submitted to the 
Empress Arme. In 1803 the Mangishlak tribes on the eastern shore of ·the Caspian 
became Russian vassals. In 1831 the border was pushed 200 miles southwest of 
Semipalatinsk and in 1842 a treaty of alliance was signed with the Khan of Khiva. 
In 1841+ the remaining Kirghiz Tartars came under Russian rule. 
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The Romanovs could not be denied and their march into Central Asia 
gained momentum. In 1847 a fort was built at the mouth of Syr Daria and six 
years later, after a great deal of planning, General Perovski pushed 280 
miles up the ri. ver and captured the stronghold of Khokand. In 1865 Tashkent 
was captured and two years later the Khanate of Khiva was conquered by the 
Russian annies. In 1881 Skobelev took Geotepe, the Turkoman stronghold in 
Tra.nscaspia. Alexander III directed his generals to attack Merv and it was 
taken, thus completing the subjugation of the Turkomans in Central Asia (1884). 
That and the capture of Samarkand and Bokhara in 1869 finished major operations 
in the region. In 1885 General Komarov ensured victory by defeating the 
Afghans. 

When the empire collapsed after the Treaty of Brest Litovsk and the 
ultimate defeat of Germany, Turkestan federated with Moscow, while others 
assumed anti~Soviet attitudes. Theodore Shabad, in the "Geography of the 
U.S. S.R.· 11 gives an excellent account uf the area, and presents a detailed study 
of the Soviet republics carved out of the region. 

Turkestan in Central Asia used plenty of Romanov stamps during World 
War I as there -were many prisoner of war camps set up in :this territory. 
Most of these are on letters going to Western Europe. The prisoners were mainly· 
Germans and Austrians. Many of these tvWils have "abad" endings such as Askhabe.d, 
Fara.bad. Feisaba.d, Shturaba.d, Shira.bad. Ilsaba.d, etc. These are a delight to a 
collector of Prisoner of War covers, censor covers and Red Cross covers, as well 
as a chance to hunt a needle in a haystack, because many postmarks are of 
settlements not shown on most of the maps! 

Transcaspian postmarks are very interesting, and are not difficult to 
obtain. These generally show the towns along the Trans-Caspian Railroad. 
Towns like Stara.ya, Bokhara., Tashkent, Merv and Bairam Ali are freq.uently seen 
on the Roma.novs, alsc Kokand, Sama.rkand, Kushka., Cheleken. 

Postal establishments (ucherezjdenia) in Central Asia at the end of the 
reign of the last Ron.a.nov were very few. Turkestan Krai had 4f, Semirechenskoi 
Oblast having 18, and Samarkandskoi Oblast having only 7 offices. zakaspian
(Tra.ns-Caspian) Oblast contained 20 establishments for handling mail. 

An unusual pastime in philately enjoyed by the author, is the recreation 
of the routes of the Trans-Caspian, Trans-Siberian and Manchurian Railroads by 
means of the postmarks of the stations en the lines. Having a mass of the 
Russian Asiatic stamps one can 1ndulg0. in a topical sideline. One advice is 
that a large map 0f the period, covering the area, must be obtajned. If that 
is impossible an adequate map may be found in the huge volume of "Library 
Reference Atlas of the WorJ.d" by John Bartholomew, F.R.G. S. London, :Macmillan 
and Co.1890. Its maps of Russia and its possessions defy any comparison, and 
so does the index, which enables one to locate the smallest of towns very 
quickly, and with the minimum of effort. 
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RCMANOVS IN THE LEVANT 

The Romanovs waged a continuous war.fare with the Sultan. During the 
occasional quiet times zaporozjtzi, or border Cossacks, either sent insulting 
letters to the Turks or staged private little wars of their own. For this 
they were rewarded with horses, tax-free grants of land and other prizes from 
the Czars. Iri 1711 Peter I tried an unsuccessful campaign, was surrounded, 
and escaped only through _ bribery of Ottoman agents by Catherine, his wife. 
Later, Biron~ favourite of' Anne of Courland, and the real ruler during her 
reign as the Czarina, fought the Turks, and.added the territory between the Bug 
and the Dnieper Rivers to the Bnpire. 

Under Catherine the Great. the Russian f'leet entered the Mediterranean, 
and in 1771 fought the Battle of Sa.mos. In 1774 the Sultan acknowledged the 
independence of the Khan of' Crimea, and paved the way f'or the annexation of 
that peninsula by the Czars. In 1792, by the Treaty of Jassy, Catherine added 
the littoral between the Bug and the Dniester to Russia. In 1827 the Russian 
fleet joined in the Battle of' Navarino and destroyed the Turkish fleet. Turkey 
was also fought to free the Greeks, thus aiding members of the same faith and 
of course weakening the Porte. In 1829 Russians crossed the Balkans and fought 
a successful campaign tha. t was ended by the Treaty of Adrianopole. In 1833 
Russia aided Mehemet Ali against the Sultan and worked out an advantageous 
Treaty of Unkiar -Skelessi. Later, in 1877 another war was waged between the 
Russians and the Turks. Space does not allow a recount of smaller skirmishes 
and border strife that culminated in World War I, with the ancient adversaries 
taking sides once more against each other :in a contest that wrecked both 
empires. 

Postal relations started in 1773, when the Porte agreed to the 
establishment of a Russian postal agency. Soon P.l-Cketboats sailed from 
Kherson, Kerch and other ports to Constantinopole, with goods and mail. Close 
scrutiny of records shows however that as far back as 1721, after the Pee.ce of 
Pa.ssarowitz, couriers escorted by janissaries, maintained a regular service 
between Constantinopole and St. Peters burg. In 1729 this service was frequently 
used by the merchantso 

When the pvstal agency was established, Catherine II supplemented it by 
a land route f'rom Constantinopole through Benderi to the Russian border town of' 
Olvicpol, Novorossiisk Gubernia, where a post office (kontora) was set up~ 
Since Turkey did not maintain regular mail of' its own, Russian P.Q's were set 
up along land routes in Bucharest, Jurje, and Jassy, this being done in 1781 ~ 

In 1843 twc frigates were assigned to carry mail f'rom Odessa to Turkey. 
In 1850 "extra mail" was organised for the Moldavia Wallachia route to Odessa 

· and from there to st.Petersburg, covering the distance in two weeks. When the 
regular post was organised in these two kniazjestvas in 186~ it took over the 
Russian post. In 1868 all the mail to and from Turkey was taken· over by the 
R.O.P.i.T. by the Decree of April~ 1867. 

Lack of space does not allow a detailed study of' the postal history of 
the Levant and Russia. One must however mention the protests and the competition 
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of the Porte, over the lucrative postal revenue. In 1913 Russia maintained 
20 P.O's in· the Levant, the head office being in Gals.ta, the commercial section 
of Constantinopole; sub-offices were in Pera and Stamboul, and agen:iies in 
the various trading centres of the Near Ea.at~ These were open from 8 a. m:. to 
6 p.m. for transaction of all types of postal service for anyone, regardless 
of nationality. Mail passed out without reaching the hams of the Turks. There 
was no delivery of mail.. Rates were: One piastre for twenty grams, 30 paras 
for an additional twenty grams or fraction thereof, 20 para:s for post cards, and 
10 paras for 50 grams of printed matter. 

Agencies t;bat existed at various times in the Levant were as follows: 

Acre 
Alexandretta 
Athens 
Betum. 
'.Beiru~ 
Bucharest 
l3urges 
Chios 
Candi.a. 
Constantinopole 
Dardanelles 

Trebizonde 

Galatz 
Ibraila 
Ineboli 
Jaffa · 
Jassy 
Jerusalem 
Kerasund.e 
Kerch-Yenikal 
Ietaki.a 
M.akaroni.a 
Meraina 

Tripoli 

Ketelin 
Mont-At hos 
Ordu 
Pera 
l'ort Said 
Rhodes 
Rizeh 
8alonika 
Samsun 
Smyrna 
Stam.boul 

Those agencies that existed on October 1 1914 were shut down because 
of World War I hostilities. A Russian P40. was reopened in Constantinopole in 
1919 but was forced to shut down in April 1921. 

The Tercentenary Romanov Issue was overprinted with Turkish values in 
1913, and served as the 8th Issue of the Levant. It was a horizontal overprint 
in black ink except for the 3 ruble denomination which had a diagonal overprint 
in red. Gibbons lists them as 224-238, and Scott lists them as 213-227. 

There is a f'orge:cy of the 50 piastre overprint on the 5 ruble stamp. 
In this the size of both lines equals t1le width of the clich~ of the stamp. In 
the bona fide stamp, the overprint top line is one millimeter shorter than the 
lower. There is another forgery of the same stamp, in which the amount is 60 
instead of 50. All of these forgeries are not .as clear as the good ones and the 
letters appear with rounded comers. The numbers have spread inner corners. 

N. Stcha.pov, writing in the Soviet Philatelist, gives some new 
infonnation on the questilJn of the authenticity of the highest value overprints 
as voiced by the :Echc de Timbr'-•logie in 1928. He states that the surcharges of' 
the paras and piastres on the Rorua.n0v- issue were made and printed at the State 
Printing Works only once in St.Petersburg. The government never made a seccnd 
surcharge. The so-called second emission or the reprint was never authorised. 
These are of' the same composition and colour as the first printing. 

The author says that a check up at the headquarters of the Post & 
Telegraph confiI100d the f'act that the surchttrges were made but once in 1913. 
It is probable that the second printing was a private venture, and the exact 
number of' stamps surchttrged is not known. He writes that some philatelists know 
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the orig~n ot' the reprints but keep silent fer obvious reasons. They were not 
made at Pi=mza. in 191f after the State Printing Works was evacuated there, as 
the ich,; de Timbrclogie stated. Stchapov confirmed the fact of the single 
printing in Czarist times by consulting the attorney-.fo~ the R.O ?.i.T. 
l4r. Vyskovi:Jh, and Uohakov <md Tarle, co--.mittee members of Pan-Russian Philately. 

When only twc s~eets of' the hi.ghest val".1e SU-r"(;harge remained at the 
'h~dqua.rters o'° the com;,any, a director tra .. ,elled te, st. Petereburg for 
additional sheetg. Instead of receirLng additional 1DA.terial, he was tl)ld to 
~end in his reroaini.ng two s"l:~ets for a Grand Duke wh., was interested in obtaining 
them. Pleadi-=ig by the director for.more copies c,f the 50 pi. en 5 rubles 
resl.1lt~d in ref:isal., as the Monarchists protested against the entire issue and 
wanted the portraits of the Czars rem,:-.rdd fr1,:.1 "}ircula ti~n. 

The Rc,rr.ianc-v ~ntires used in the Levant were post cards and closed 
letters. The pc-si.; cards were. the regular Imperial issues No. 27 and 28, Prigara 
listing, w:u:;h the diagonal ov'3rprint of ·value in Turkish denominations. These 
servoo as the 5th Issue of Ir.lvant. The cards were ordinary and double. 
List.ing: 

R. .., K,;p. stamp and pitit in carmine. Surcharged 20 para. 
9. 4-4kop. same. 

Clo.sed letters or sekretki on. ~~e R0:nnovs in Levant .fczmed the 3rd Issue 
,,r the Jubilee Issue. Only one type was used i. e. the 10 kop. value or the 
No. 5 of Priga.ra, and it was listed as No.3 of Levant, with the black surcharge 
,-,f 1 PIASTRE O"l the 10 kop. stamp. 

Amc::ig the J.nteresting items in my cullectio"l o~ this group is a lower 
margin blo::k of fou..~ uint 50 PIASTRES on 5 roubles stamps. ~he used stamps in 
bJ.c-cks anci Qther multiples, present a beautiful array o:' cancellations of the 
~,ar:L,,·...t~ ,.rf:: :.:e,s in 'Levant. Registered co,ars shoY a widd use 0f the Roma.ni:,v
stam:t,s c,n letters from Constantinopole, Trebizo·1ie, Smyrna, Samsun., and many 
r,;'.;!1.er t0w1s in the Levant. Some of these will be shc-vn in the illustrations. 

ROMANOVS IN CHINA 

The tr.eaty signed by Russia and China. at Nerchinsk in 1689 marked the 
1:'~.:r.at pc,..ta} and trade agreement between a Eur•. pea.n p,.'lWer and the Far East. It 
w:1.a the pr·:.d'!.lCt of sc-me very interesting dipb"'.1.8.cy c.,_1 the part of the Czars, and 
tr~ :mde:r.dtand. i.t ,ne mu,3t reca~.l a bit of' histcry. 

When the empire of Genghis-Khan, Ba.tu and Birkai began to faJ.1 apart into 
Yeaker and smaller khanates, the lfos~cw princes, held under the Mongol yoke since 
1 ?.38, started to e.JCiand at the expense of the do"l~ins of the Gdden Horde. Yama 
r· ndz n.~ 1-~·nger ca.rr1 ed. tribute tc Xara-_kcrwn, and the GL- r.1dar of Moskva on the 
banks uf ~foskva River, or Troub:.ea. waters, refused tc- ~ontinu~ as ba.skak of the 
Khan i;f Sara:... Ivan III appropriatad the splen:lour uf" Bysantium, ala.--ig with the 
doub:: . eagle and tre patriarchate of '.;he Orthod.::-x Church when Consta.ntinopole fell 
tu the Turh!. ·He likewise took the emperor's sister for a wife. Ivan now called 
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himself Czar or Ceasar; assuming the title once held by the defeated brother
in-law. Ivan furthered the imperial d.esi~ by uniting Russia, and by adding 
the crofflls of the Kbanates of Kazan and Astrakhan to ~he realm. 

In 1582 Yerma.k con;iuered the vastness of C,iberia and presented it to 
the Czar; while his Cos'3s.cks reached fo:::- the remaining lands of the Mongols, 
<\nd the warm Pacifio. Ivan J;etlin foJlld his way in and out of the Great Wall 
o~ 'Jhina, and Chernigo"rsky sent his caravans of furs to the Manchu lords, 
quadrupling his gains. Czar Alexis Ro::l9.XlOY 1 s foreign minister fo·inded the 
modsrn Russian postal system and improv3d. co:nmunica ticns in Siberia.. His 
sucoessor, ll.atviev, set the stage for the treaty at Nerchinsk. He sent Nicholas 
Spatbany in 1674 to the G-reat Bogdikhan with orders to 3stablish trade and to 
spy. This worthy efficiently mapped out all the military routes and Chinese 
weaknesses, as well as the abuses of ~he Russian vo3vdies at the border pos~s. 
When the report reached Mos~o"' Alexis was dead, and Galitzin utilised it when 
he sent Golo7in to Nerchi11-sk. 

The treaty was signed in a frienily atmosphere.. Ta-jin representing 
l'ang ~i and Golovin, negotiating for the Co-Czars, Ivan and Peter, faced 
each other, with the aid of armies at their backs. Midst blackmail, threats, 
show of for::,e and mutual suspicion, Golovin demanded through his interpreter; 
Jesuit G-erbillion, the Amur River and Albazin, i~ e. the access to the wa~sea. 
The Chinese insisted on the Nerchinsk-Okhotsk line as a bmndary between the 
nations. 'Phe Chinese f'U1B.lly persuaded the Russi.ans by surrounding them with 
regiments of soldiers numerically superio:- and won t~ "friendly" argument. 
Subsequent treaties, and other Rom.s.novs succeeded in the end. The Russo
Japanese War years later checked. for a while Russia's advance into China and 
Korea, but the e:x:pansion atartee by the Czars is going on to the present day. 

In the field of ?ostal agreements; the Romanovs oo':ltinued to press for 
more and more privileges. In 1727, Peter II sigr;ied a treaty establishing Kiakhta 
r:n the Russian bo:::-ier; and Jilaimaitchin on the <:,hinese siie, as postal depots. 

In 1851 Nicholas I concluded an agreement with Kuldja concerning the 
mutual delivery o-f gov~.rmn~nt mail. In 1858, Alexander II established :regular 
postal channels f'or the government and missio,9.ry cc,rrespondence via couriers, 
every month between K:i.akhta. and Pekin. In 1863 he directed the organisation o~ 
mail between Kiakhta. and Tien-Tsin, Kiakhta and Urga., and Urga and Ka.lgan. Still _ 
in his reign, in 1870 postal communications were set up in Mongolia. When Russia 
received . Pert Arthur; during ·the ru'.;.e of ".}za.r Nichc-1.9.s II, Manchurian and Trans-
Siberian Railroais were spreading ccmmunicaticns 1n a vast network. This was in 
1898.. In 1893 .aussian P. 0 's were set up in Shanghai~ Chefc-c '½:::id Hankow. During 
the Boxer Rebellion, the Russian Volunteer Fleet pi.eked .up mail with Russian 
postage at any Chinese port of ::all, ana. by agreement with the mail boats of 
various European countries, dropped them off or transferred them at other Chinese 
ports o-f ~lL 

After the Boxer Rebellion (1900-01) the Russian P.O's increased until 
there were 30 at the time of World War I. Most of these in China and Manchuria. 
were close3. in the autumn of 1920, the last to close being the Shanghai post office 
(Nov. 27 1920). 
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Urga 
Kalgan 
Pekin 
Tien-tsin 

Rtissia:n Offices in China and Chinese Possessions 

Shanghai 
Tsen-tsan 
Chefo-:> 
Ha.nkow 

Harbin 
Kuldja 
~ewchwang 
Kashgar 

Uliassutai 
Khobde 
f sain-Shabi 
Sharasum.e 

so~e of these had more than o~e post office~ This is but a partial list 
of the-offices, gathered from the literature o"'.l files. 

JUBILEE ROONOV ISSUE m CHINA 

Stamps o~ the Ro:nanov issue were used in the Russian post offices in 
China and Chinese pos~essio"ls (Vladenie or Vladichestvo) without any overprint. 
In 1915 post cards of the Romanov Jubilee series were overprinted with a 
diago"lB.l overprint "Ki.-\1'1'-M". These were issued in the ordinary and the double 
types. Prigara lists this as the 2nd Issue of pose cards, and names the 3kop. 
as No. 5 (No. 25 overprinted) with blue overprint. The No. 6 is the 3-3kop. or 
the No.26 overprinted. 

Wrappers are lmown to have been used with a printed black portrait o: 
Czar Nichohs II with the mou.""lling mantle, on wrappers of 1k and 2k in memory 
o~ the 300 years of Romanov rule (Noa. 5-, 6. ) . The Jubilee issue with the o,er
print is unlmown., and the black portrait variety is consi_dered as a patriotic 
gesture, and is not listed in catalogues. 

Romanov stamps with the Chinese town cancellations of the Russian. post 
o~.fices are not scarce but do take a bit of time and effort to locate.. The 
major P.O. 's are the o".les usually seen, and those of the small kontoras and 
statio"ls are diffic~lt to obtain. s.n.Tchilinghirian (B.J.R.P.~, p.68) mentia~s 
seeing Kashgar cancellations of two types on Romanovs .Li:, 10, 15,35, 70 kop. 
1, 2, 3, i:; rubles denominatfo"ls, and this bas likewise been my experience. The 
cancellations show dates o~ 1914 and 1915 generally because of the flow of' world 
War I refugees from F,a.stern. China. tu neutral Afghanistan. According to 
P.T.Ashford (B.J.R.P.No. 7:142) use u~ the Russian P.O. at Kashgar was stopped in 
November 1915 at the insistence of the Consul qeneral of Great Britain. This 
strategic spot in Sinkiang, Chinese 'fu:tkestan, continued however to use the 
Russian P~O. in spite of the o_--,s0-ni.satio,. of the Chinese post, and A.Cronin 
describes, in the B.J.R.P., its function in forwarding mail to the other parts 
of China.. Dr.Snegireff reports (B.J.R.P.5:81) utilizatio:-:i of the Russian P.O. 
until October 1916 fc•r fcrward'ing data to London via Tashkent and Petrograd by 
the British consul. 

The cancellattons on the Ro'DB.nov stamps show the usual postmarks of the 
era.. The usual ones seen in my collection are thos3 with the double concentric 
circles with date in one line, with letters (3rd Xype) Inscriptions are seen in 
Russian and in Russian and French. Measurements of the postmarks are 27 and 29 mm. 
Shanghai P.O. shows the bi-iingual cancellatio-:i with ZS.granichnaya (Foreign) 
added after the name of the city for mail going to places other than China or 
Russia. One also finds a round postmark with Iatin inscription 11Pekin11 and 
"I.R.P.0. 11 (Imperial Russian P.O.) on Romanovs for for~ign use. Those used in 
China and Russia show the same but in the Russian language. 
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On Apri.J. 3rd. and 5th of this year a large array cf cevers with Romanovs 
.· :i Russi.an P. 0. 's in China was sc.ld at an auction in New York. These covers 
~h,w~d Shanghai cancels en postage of the Jubilee set, the values ranging from. 
the lcw'3st t,: the I rr,able denom1nation. All of these were registered covers, 
and. we:c-e twehre in number. The Romancy group was but a small part of a large 
group of i temt'I c..f the Russian P.O. in China. 

One ,;f these covers, shown in ,the illustrations, is typical of the 
grrup. The cancellaticn is of the zag:ranichnaya Po~htovaya Kontora. of Shanghai, 
c~ the "abrc"l.d" p.c•, and it is app:ied to the 1kop, 4.kop and 15kop.Romano-:rs. 
Detail;.:i are shcwn ,:-n the phnto . . 

ROMANOVS AND THE FAR EASTERN REPUBLIC 

The story vf the far Eastern Republic starts many centuries ago. Its 
R~ssian phase begins with the expansionist plans of Czar Ivan the Terrible. 
In his r.e~gn the b:r-i)thers Jacob and Gregory Strogano.r, merchants and actventurers, 
were g'i.ven the r.i.ght to build forts en the rivers Tobol and Irtish.. These in 
t:.;.rn hired a Vclga River cut-throat Yermak and. placed him at the head of eight 
hundred Cossacks to protect their interests. Yermak did more than that, he 
conquel":ld Sibir, the capital of the Siberian Tatar »npire in 1581. Ataman 
Poyarkov b·..:..::.lt a fleet out of forest timber and sailed down the Amur to capture 
sla·.·es, f".lrs, si~k..'3 and other r.iches of the land that became Russia's Far East. 

11u·: .·~-~-jP:ni.ett ,;r. the new law of Czar Alexis Romanov "stimulated" a rush 
cr.-kn~sta :intc the newly conquered lands. :Mujilcs, fear.ing the serfdom. clause 
,,f the ::.aw, f lei! tr, Siberia, quickly f,:>lluwed by those who'll the new tax collectors 
str:;ppe,d t, · -::.!.._ .i~ t,-,. the sk:.n. To ~heae were added the Old Believers, who did 
n,;t Wlflh ~. i pray fro11 the new prayer br:,oks of Patriarch Niko:::i, and. many 
aa.·,,ent...:.".'rf..: .. , s.-mJ R wh,~- ;-:',8.W no f-:.iture under the clo.:ie protection d' the greedy 
L:i tt: "3 Father and h:i~ b, .•yars. Thus a great mi.~ti,_,n t •)':>k place, and .the people 
wh, ! sett1-~-::. in Siberia, especially the Far East o ..... :>alnii Vostok, were hardy 
adventur,~n pe,:p}.e, and not the cringing slaves of ~other Rus~ 

OnP. i-:f these was Sem.yon Dezhnev. He . pushed on as far as the tip of 
AR1li, fa,:;::.ng the Berillg Straits, the Diomede Islands, and the near-by western 
t::p , f A.me.r.;.0a. Fur. trappers fo"'.h:wed, such as Khabar,:,1.~, then the voevodes of 
M•·i'l~•.w, tr. esta·b:.:i.~h ,. :1i.i:-06s or fo:-ts mannP-d by the Liths, captured Baltio 
;~,,l.di.~rn, M·..lsC•~vj.te ~treltzi, and c:aptured w,men, wh: were the c.;nly natives who 
wP,re "a.J.li·v~d" h, rema~ j_n the fr;rts over night. Then the clerp-y ca .l'le to the 
Far Ba:1t, and t;r.:;.'.';'o tr: fc·rm., grabbed a:a the best farmlanis fer the t.a .. of the 
m, nal'!ter:i.es~ Yam.as were set up t,. c.;arry mail and voevedes to ani fr,::-r.i the 
Sib:i.r;ikt PI'.':: ·.Ira.'., .-.,r Razriad :in the Kremlin, as well a::; the richt:s, that the 
. fficia.] .1-'. ~-. ~la. n,. t poss1.b'.i.y l•.:.•o I:; for their own use. 

Khaba.r,:,-v, defying the Voevode c,f Yakutsk, sai::..ed the Amur, batt:.ed the 
Manch-.;.s, ana. btoam.e fabulously wealthy fr1.:im 4,':1e great b< . ty. Jealr .1 c v• evod.es 
~ec.f...Lred an in-ritati,.m fc.,r him tc, "Visit the Czar, and. p, __;sib:y the ex cution 
$qUB.r6 uf "L.:,bnr,~, Mest•.1 11 but Khabaruv was s•.· t..,lc,qt:.ent ab,. ut the :'ar last and its 
P.rm.:.nes, :.tht;r f'...Lrs, jewels, silyer, gra:ln and salt, and his idea ,:. of selling the 
st.·:..ff at h:igh pric1-;~ t:o the Chine,se mercha~ts, that the Czar listened. The 



Ro'Il8.nov coffers were empty and Kha.ba.rov pr001ised much, very much. Thus the Czar 
proved merciful, forgave Kha.ba.rov' s atrocities and his private wars with the 
Czar's voevodes, and granted him a noble rank. Yarka Kha.barov, now Boyar Kha.be.rov, 
returned to the :Far East. Years later the city of ltha.be.rovsk was named after 
him for his services to the crown. 

Space does not allow an account of all the ma.china t ions of the Czars in 
their drive to the warm ports of the Pacific. The Treaty of Nerchinsk set their 
ambitions back a trifle, b'..lt the Russians could be patient. Every Romancv 
directed the Sibirski hzriad to 4chieve the domination of Far Ee.stern Asia. When 
Port Arthur was lost to the Russians after the Russo-Japanese War, Vladivostok 

· became the mo3t important Russian port in the Pacific. This enhanced the vab.e 
of the Far Eastern region and hastened its growth. 

During the reign of' Nichol.as I, the postal reforms left the unimportant 
branches alone, and at that time the Far F.ast was deemed unimportant by the 
Postal Vedomstvo. When in 1853 further reforms eliminated postal okrugs the 
Siberian was not abolished. In 1860 the Siberian Okrug was divided into the 
Western Siberian and the Eastern Siberian or too PriAmur Krai, which served the 
Far East. These were eliminated later the Western in 1867 and the Eastern in 
1870. At the end of the Romanov Dynasty there were 241 postal establishments in 
Siberia, many of whi.ch were in the Far East, especially along the route of the 
Trans-Siberian Railroad. 

In the Far East was the terminus a~ the Trans-Siberian Railroad, and 
this factor played an important part in the development of the region. At the 
time of the D.B F. (Dalnaya Vusto~hnaya Respublika) or the Far Eastern Republic, 
there were more than 5,400 miles of the railway, including more than a thousand 
miles in Chinese territory. Over 2,900 miles of the rails were in the D~V.R. 

Two years of warfare preceded the establishment of the republic. Trade 
and industry collapsed because of destruction, looting and purchases in worthless 
paper mcney, such as the Semenov "pigeon" notes; named so because the eagle 
pictured ,)'l his m._,ney locked mo-:-e like the other bird. Soviet Russia aided the 
new-born republic, and was satisfied at fi.rst to have a friendly buffer state 
between it and Japan. In 1922 it j,_,ined the Russian S.F. S.R. and became the Far 
Eastern Ob:::.aEt. In 1926 it was J·eorc?-n:sea. as the Far Eastern Krai. In 1938 it 
was subdi·vided into ~omp0nent par-ts. 

When the republic was set up in 1920 with Chita as its capital, variou~ 
p0.stal iasues were made, using Imperial postage stamps with D. v. R. cverprints and 
surcharges of new values. Russian Czarist stamps of 1903-11 ·were used and the 
stamps 0f Siberia, 1919, as well as postal savings stampa surcharged for postal 
use. In 1921 there were Chita and Blagoveschensk issues, while in 1922 there were 
the Chita and the Vladiv~,stuk issues, the latter also issuing stamps in 1923-
General Semencv, while o::mupying the region in 1920, also issued stamps. The 
scope of this paper does not allow a discussion of the issues, except those that 
utilized the Romanov Tercentenary stamps. 

Romanov Jubilee stamps were not overprinted or surcharged. There was, 
however, an overprint "D. V.R." on the 4kop. Romanov postcards, 400 in all. I 
was fcrtunate to obta:.n o~e, and it was illustrated on p.245 of this Jout:na~ (No.9). 
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It is cancelled 19 .. 7• 21. Vladivostok, and is addressed to Varna, Bulgaria via 
America. 

There were no ,Romanov Tercentenary stamps surcharged by the Qhinese 
Ea.stern Railway officials when the Harbin issue (Scott 72-80 Offices in China) 
was ma.de in 1920 to serve Jlanchuria and the Far F.astern Republic. w. R. Horney, 
in "Stamps" }lay 27 191.il.-, reports a Vladivostok cancellation on the Harbin issue 
of the Offices in China. Since the Jubilee stamps were used at that time 
without any overprint in qhina, there was a possibility that some Roma.nova may 
have been surcha;-gea. by the Russian officials of the Harbin branch. A diligent 
search of material and of' the literature did not disclose their use. 

ROMANOVS AND THE ZEKSrVO POST 

The Zemstvo Post was a section of' the Imperial Post, set up by the 
zemstvo laws of' the middle sixties. It too-:.C over the difficult task of serving 
an immense rural area with a small populatiop and composed mainly of illiterate 
peasants, totally dependent upon the gentry. It was a very convenient an-ange
ment, because the provincial aristocrats conveniently levied taxes upon the 
majiks and utilized their services as well to perform. a certain amount of' 
obligatory work. This proved extremely profitable in many instances and helped 
to balance the budget. · 

From the time of' Czar Alexander II, the Zemstvo Post was close to the 
people, and in spite of' many of its abuses, was more democratic than the Imperial 
set up of' postal service. It certainly reflected the national art of' the 
various zemstvos, and many of' the stamps issued by this post· are truly miniature 
forms of' lo:)al art. 

Only small numbers were issued, many stamps became exceedingly rare e-;ren 
in the sev-enties, and Chuchin writes that at that time scarce.items s;:,ld f',Jr f'o".J.r 
and five handred rubles apiece. Zernstvc offices seldom f'l::ward.ed stamps t.:
dealers, er f'c~ that matter tr.:, anyone, and when they did st-;:nd m1nt: stamps 0-..ri;, 
they ma.iJ..ed them out as single stamps. During the time ,,f' ·-11:se L•f' the Romanov 
~ubilee Issue there were 4.8 districts issuing their own i:1tamps, and these issued 
au.ring the pericd of' 1910--1 ~~ 7 only three hundred and forty eight principal 
varieties. Considering the immense area covered by these Zemstvus and the 
number c-f' years, the tctal just given is very small indeed. 

Up to 187C this rural service was not official, 'but tht: decree: l f 
August 2~ 1870 legalised the Zemstvo Pest in the twenty districts that had 
functioned since 18(';;. Vetluga zemstvc cf' the Kostroma Gubern:1.a according tc, 
'Jhuchin was the first to 0pen. but it had nc rural stamps. The Schlusselburg 
Zemstvc of the st.Petersburg Guberlh:I.a, had the honoi..lr of issJ.ing the first 
Zemstvo stamps. _ This Zematvl, post of'fice opened in September 1865. The Decree 
.-;,f 1870 permitted. the rural post to carry mail f'rO'Il the Government post offices 
to loca}.ities w-'.Lthi.n the district of the Zernstvo, but not f'rum one city to 
another. The p,~-st was to have it~ own stamps "differing from those of' thE. 
State and the postmen were not to wear the emblem of' the State Post - the post 
horn - en their bags" (Antonov). The new set-up proved very successful and it 
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was strengthened by the new Zemstvo laws issued in 1890. In closing this brief 
story of the Zemstvo Post one should add that although the Zemstvo Law of 1864 
organised Zemstvos in 36 gubernias, of 371 districts, in 33 gubernias existed a 
Zemstvo Post, and stamps were issued and used by 162 districts only. (Antonov). 

I have in my possession a registered cover fran Nikolsk, Vologda 
Gubernia, to Lodz which shows a No. 4 Nikolsk Zemstvo stamp, issued in 191 O, 
obliterated by a large purple o;al postmark of . the "Nikolskaya Zemskaya Pochta". 
There is also a 4kop Romanov, cancelled by the Imperial Post at Nikolsk, also a 
10kop anns type stamp likewise cancelled by the regular government postmark. 
This cover was illustrated on p. 227 of this Journal (No.·9 ) .. 

u.s.s.R. OVERPRINTS ON RCl4ANOVS 

Besides a large number of controversial postcards and other entires of 
the Jubilee set with the revolutionary overprints, and with postage stamps of the 
series also overprinted, I have two stamped envelopes, large, of the 14kop. 
Ro:nanov type overprinted by the Soviets, at a much later date. Both are 
illustrated. 

Ope shows an overprint of the haumer and sickle with the top inscription 
of R. S.F. S.R. All of this is surrounded by a wreath of wheat stalks, 
circumscribed on the irmer frame by an ornamental rim. Below where the two 
halves of the wreath meet is a scroll with the insd:ription "Proletariat of all 
nations, unitet" Above this inscription is the rising sun that throws its beams 
as a background for the hammer and sickle. The overprint is in black. 

The top of the cover has a printed inscription in heavy capital letters 
"PHILATELY - FOR CHILDREN". Below that on another line, is "19 August 1922". 
The letter is addressed to F. G. Chuchin, Moscow, and shows Moscow cancellations 
on the overprinted stamped envelope and the five stamps of the 1909-12 series, 
all overprinted "R. S.F. S.R. Philately for children" in three lines. Denominations 
are 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 kop. '.Belo·v the three line overprint is the fourth line, the date, 
i. e. 19-8-22. The Moscow cancellation is o!' the large type, 31mm in diameter, 
wi.th the two concentric Oircles, split in the middle by the date strip. Upper 
half shows the name 11},{oscow". The lower half' has the words "Day of Philately" 
all in capitals. Date is 19-8-22- Twc, of these cancellations appear on the back 
of the envelope, which is likewise oockstamped by a smaller Moscow cancellation 
dated 20-8-22. See illustrati.on in No. 9-

The other stamped envelope is a large size of the 20/14k Romanov, 
overprinted by the Soviet Philatelist, Moscow, in three lines in Russian and the 
same in German, six lines in all. There is a Lenin Memorial stamp, Type II, 
pasted lightly over the overprinted Catherine the Great, enough to cause Cathy to 
turn over in her gravel Other stamps on the cover are: 1kop. o~nge Imperf. 
1923 (Scott 250), pairs cf 2kop and 6kop of same series. All are cancelled by 
Moscow expeditzia, 29.2.24. It is addressed to a philatelic finn in Berlin. 
The inscription on the top of the envelope is in six lines, three in Russian on 
the top, and three in English irm1ectiately below. It reads "Commissioner for 
Philately and Vouchers of the Special Section at the All-Russian Agricultural 
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Aid Coomittee Vzik. The Moscow _ad.dress fonns the lower line c.,f the three. The 
back of the cover has an inscription in thirteen lines advertising the philatelic 
wares of the Commissioner for Philately and the Soviet Philatelist. 

The smaller ~velope of the 14kop~ denomination was first used at the 
1st Soviet Philatelic Exhibition in 1932 acconling to J.Barry. The two stamps 
issued 35k and 1 rouble were placed over the portrait of Catherine the Great. 
That may have been used privately. 

I have a pair of stamps orerprinted and surcharged by the Soviets in 
1923, the denominations being the R001ano-v 4kop. and 14kop. both surcharged to 
the value of 1 Okop. The number "10" placed c Ter the old numerals. The ruler I s 
face is covered by a black, five pointed star, with "19" on the left, and "23" 
on the right of the star. Vertically, near the frame is the word 11FOR HUNGER" 
in English, and on the right hand side, the worn "STARVED". Below the star in 
two lines in Russian small capita.ls, lower being smaller letters, is the 
inscription 11CORRESR>NDENOE OF PHILATELIST", or KORRESFONDENTZIA FILATELISTA. 
Colour of the surcharge and overprint is black. This may be unofficial ·or of 
.private origin. Both are shown. 

We wish to acknowledge the genercsi ty of Dr. Salisbury, who has defrayed 
pa.rt coat of printing and illustrations for the above. 
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MAIL TRAVERSING THE RUSSO-PERSIAN BORDER IN THE I.ATE 19TH CENrURY 

By P. T. ASIOORD 

No doubt I was rather lucky when I recently unearthed, among a dealer's 
stock, a comparatively large accumulation of covers addressed. to Tabriz, in 
North Persia, from various towns in Russian A:r,nenia and Georgia. The covers 
dated :from 1888 until 1894 and had apparently been sent to a Persian Carpet 
dealer in Tabriz, who had very carefully retained them (presumably with their 
contents). Judging from the dates of despatch, it would appear that agents o:f 
the dealer made specific journeys into.Russian ten-i:to:ry at various times, and 
presumably reported orders, or sales, back to Headquarters every two or three 
days. 

Covers are addressed :from Tiflis (Georgia), Erivan (Armenia), and the 
towns o:f Djulfa and. Ordubat, beth of which were in the Erivan province at that 
time. Because of the lack of easy communications, and perhaps because such 
accumulations of covers are not -very easy to find, it might interest 
Transcaucasian enthusiasts to learn of_ the way such mail was evident~y dealt 
with, and perhaps the reader may be able to help in solving some of the problems 
that arise. 

It must be said that the carriage of mail in the Caucasian region, at 
the time, did present difficulty to the Authorities. A contemporary writer, 
w.E.Curtis, said ~The condition· of affairs (at Tiflis) may be judged by the 
manner in which the mail is carried through the streets between the Railway 
Station and the Post Office, There is a military guard on every train, always 
occupying the car next to the lo~omotive, and at every station when the train 
stops, the soldiers are first to ali.ght and assume defensive positions. This 
is in addition to the lo".}al Police, who are in evidence in every direction. When 
a train enters Ti.flis, the guard alights and takes up a position around the mail 
and express car, where it remains until all the passengers have disembarked and 
gone their way~ Then the mail car is opened, the bags and packages of value are 
placed in steel safes, which are lifted upon light wagons drawn by three horses. 
When the transfer is made, the horses start on a dead run for the Post Office led 
by a drosky containing two heavily armed men and entirely surrounded by a squad 
of Cossacks, every one of ~hem with a cocked rifle across the pommel of his 
saddle. These precauti11ns are said to be necessary because on several occasions 
mail has been held up and destroyed, and valuable express packages have been 
stolen". 

As if this quotation was insufficient a commentary, Geo~ge Dobson (a 
correspondent of 'The Times 1 ) reported in 1889 that four highwaymen were awaiting 
trial at Tiflis for an armed attack on a post team. If such precautions were 
necessary in the capital of Transcaucasia, we may imagine the hazards of the Post 
amoag the deserted ro~ds and mountainous regions of Russian Armenia. 

It must be remembered that the only railway in operation, at this period, 
was the single line track connecting Poti and Ba.tum with Tiflis and Baku -
connecting the Black Sea with the Caspian. The railway line from Tiflis to Erivan, 
and thence to the Persian border, had yet to be built, as had the line fro-n Baku 
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which connected the Tra.nscaucasian Provinces with Russia proper. 

From Tiflis, mail for Erivan Province, and Persia, was evidently often 
loaded on to a Baku bound train and carried to a polnt where the main road to 
Persia deviates from the railway. Esactly which station was used, it is 
difficult to say, but the most obvious might be one called Akstafa or Akstafinsk. 
The fact that sane mail, if n-ot .all, travelled in this way, is evident from t-he 
Postal Wagon datestamps seen on a percentage_ of the covers coming from Tiflis. 
From the railway point mentioned, the mail must hav~ been taken by horse-drawn 
wagons along the post road - the only road to the Persian Border. This road 
runs through the mountains to Delijan, and from there to the shore crl' Lake 
Goktcha, very near to the Sevanga Monastery, depicted en a later Soviet pictorial 
stamp of Armenia. Leaving Lake Goktcha, the road travels t0 Erivan, which is the 
most important town in the vicinity, and the seat of the Province. The road then 
runs parallel to the Persian border, _and passes both the mo·Jntains of Ararat, 
until Nakhikheban (or Nakitchevan) is reached. From Nakhikheban the road runs to 
~julfu., which is the frontier town on the Russo-Persian border. Across the border, 
the road carries on to ::la.rand, and from there to Tabris. 

I have spent a little time describing this route because it must be one 
of the most· rooiantic in the world. It is the great highway fran Armenia into 
Persia, which has been travelled for six thousand years, in peace and in war, and 
has been the channel of commerce since human beings began to trade with one 
another. It has also been the scene of ;.mtold misery and slaughter, and forty 
battles have been fought to contro1 . ~-"'" The road has been trodden by many mighty 
Hosts of History on their way to conquer the Caucasus. 

POSTAL RATES 
Judging from the franking of envel0pes, the external postage rate changed 

about September 1889 frc;;m a 7 kopecks minimum to 10 kopecks. Before this date, 
it is no~iced that we get 7k, o~ multiples, anq afterwards, 10k. or multiples of 
that amount, · presumably according to tbe weight o~ the letter. 

R)STM, ~JNG§_(j§88 - 1 894:l 

(.A) ™LIF.A 
It was usual _for mail proceeding to Persia, to be datestamped o:::i 

arrival at Dju.lt'a, the frontier town. Over the period in question, three types 
of Djulfa postmark are not~d. These are il1.ustrated :under Nos. i, ii and iii. 
Types i and iii appear the scarcest. All three types a;t'e seen used purely as•a 
backstamp, but it would seem that type ii fulfilled this role in nearly every 
case. Type iii is ncticed in violet, blue and black ink. The remaining types 
appear to !,ave been struck only in black. It is noticed that all mail from towns 
other than Tiflis were faithfully backstamped at Djulfa througho·.1-t the period. 
Mail from Tiflis was mostly backstamped until 1893, when the practice for this 
particular mail seems to have been dropped. 

(B) ORDUBAT 
Although Ordubat lies to -the East of Djulfa, nevertheless mail 

evidently passed through the frontier station, as evidenced by Djulfa backstamps 
on such mail. Two types of Ordubat postmark are noted, illustrated under 
types iv and v. 
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(C) ERIV.AN 
Three kinds of Erivan postmark are illustrated under nos. vi, vii 

and viii. Types vi and. vii were in use from 1888, but type viii appears to 
have been only introduced in 1893- In almost all cases they are applied in 
black ink, although one case of violet is noted. ~o ':lpecial postmark appears 
to 1:lave been reserved fo-:: registered mail, which at the time, was not 
identified by a distinctive label. The Russian word denoting 'Registered 1 

was usually scrawled on the envelope by the sender; and the Post Office Official 
appended a number to the cover; which was nearly always written in violet ink. 

The Post Officials at Erivan evidel).tly had trou1,le with the type vii 
datestamp during 1893- The correct figure -'3·' from the year bad evidently been 
mislaid, or perhaps none had been provided, for a substitute 13i from a 
different fount of type is noted. Unfortunately this figure didn~t fit the 
cancellator properly, for it can be mostly seen out of line, and in quite a 
number of instances did not print at all~ An exactly similar thing can be 
seen on the second type of Djulfa postmark, noted here, although in this case, 
the figure always managed to make sane sort of an impression! 

(D) TIFLIS 
Six types of postmark were recorded from Tiflis (although no doubt 

there were others in use at the same time) which are illustrated under Noa. ix, 
x, xi, xii, xiii and xiy. No special one seems to have been used for 
registered IIlAil. Type xiv was used at Tiflis Railway Station. Type xii seems 
to have been brought into use in 1893- It would be interesting to learn which 
particular numbers denoted which Tiflis sub- post-offices. 

(E) BATUM (OR FOrI) - BAKU RAILWAY 
The general type of 'Postal Wagon i postmark seen is that showing 

the date in three lines, with the Reute No, 96 (Poti/.Batum - Baku) as the number; 
and the coach number at the base, between ornaments. On some future occasio~, I 
hope to be able to discuss these Postal Wagon postmarks of ·this particular route 
at greater length. 

On one occasion only was it noticed that the train crew bad forgotten t-: 
change '95! to read 1 96 1 on their reverse journey'. Once or twice a postal wagcn 
postmark was impressed in violet ink, as opposed to the mo-~e normal black ink. 

(F) TABRIZ 
Mail was s001etimes ba.ckstamped at Tabriz, but there seems to have 

been no system of ba.ckstamping every mail, as at Djulfa. Two types of postmark 
seem to have been employed on this work at Tabriz, and they are illustrated 
under nos. xv and xvi. They appear rarely to be applied either carefully or 
cleanly. 

From Erivan to Djulf'a, the journey took invariably tw0 ,fays, and from 
Tiflis to Djulfa four days as a rui.e. Postal wagon postmarks were applied always 
on the same day as the Tiflis postmark. The comparatively sho--:-t distance from 
Djulfa to Tabriz took the Persian Post Office some six days to accomplish, after 
due adjustment has been made for the differences in Russian and Persian calendars. 
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These note~, a 2.though rather sketchy, may have interested Oi_,llectors 
keen on Tra.l\'Soaucasian item.CJ. . It wou,.i be mGst :i nter1::sting t(• learn of any 
additions to the pustmarks menticned in the perh.:.d, 9.nd of any corrections, 
should any poi nt be disp.r.,,ved by othe."t' material-. 
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A LEl"l'ER FR.CJd AH&ENI.A IN 1897 

A 10 kopek Letter Card with the postmark "Eri~ 1 Post. Tel. Off. 
1 21 Sep. 1897" and written in English has the following interesting contents:-

" Dear Mr. Black, 

Erivan Russian Armenia 
Saturday October 2nd 1897 

From. tomorrow I expect that every day will bring me bearer home now. 
Most of us returned here from. Kount Ararat yesterday evening. We had a 
pretty hard, but at the same time delightful expedition, with just a very 
little spice of risk about it - namely the possibility ef stragglers being 
shot by hidden Kurds. The weather continued superb till we came away -
yesterday was a day of .&;hunderstonns, but that did not interfere with our 
ride back from camp to the Government house at Ara.lich. We were in the 
saddle from 8 a.m. till 3.40 p.m., with a short interval for rest at the 
Cossack blockhouse in a Kurdish village. We were two d'iys in camp at the 
Prince's Wall (7,500 feet) at the pass between Great and Little Ararat. On 
Thursday we rode a little way up the slope, and then started up Little 
Ararat. It is a very tedi-..>Us climb up a straight steep cinder slope. The 
whole mountain is made up of cinders, ash and lava, and rises to 12,000 feet 
above sea-level. There was very little snow left en the top but the wind was 
cold. Yo..1 have an outlrJok on the one ha~d far into l?ersia, un the other int<: 
Asiatic Turkey. Range after range of barren plateau and bare crags and 
mountains melt into the far horizon, but traces of agriculture, forestry or 
human habitation there are none. On the Persian side, two or three lakes of 
a beautiful blue relieve the intense dreariness of the landscape. 

A few experienced mountaineers ventured up Great Ararat, but most had 
to come down long befure they reached the top. Two did get up but had to 
spend the night. at 15,000 feet and were nearly frozen to death. One man, a 
Russian, is lost altogether. If he got down on the Turkish side, the chmces 
are that he has been ID.Ur.tlered by the Kurds. The cumitry is considered so 
unsafe that we were accompaniei everywhere by a Cossack guard of half a dozen 
men, and our camp was protected by a whule squadron. 

Tomorrow we have to drive 7.5 miles, with relays to "."each Alexandropol, 
and it will be three days yet befc·r~ we touch the railway line to Batoum c~ 

the Black Sea. I hope that I may find news frO'Il yc•u· at Odessa. Trusting 
that all is well with yr:-u and that nothing is amiss at Burlington House, 
I am, yours very tru:y, 

L. L. Belinfante " 

On consulting our Baedeker (French editiL'n, 1902) we find the following:-

"At J9 v. to the South of Erivan (f hrs by carriage, 5r) is the village d 
Aralykh, the best p,Jint of departure f'ur the ascent of Ararat ( 128 kil. in 
circumference) a vclcanic and isolated mou"ltain which rises 0n the frontier of 
Russia, Persia and Turkey. In the foreground en the right rises the snow
covered dome of Great Ararat (5160m; Mont-Blanc 4,810m) which slopes down to the 
East; on the left the peak of Little Ararat (3690m.. ) between the two the pass of 



Sardar Boulag (2688m.) By tradition Ara.rat was the place where Noah's ark 
landed after the flood. 

The best time for the ascent is in August or September. One must take 
bed.d.ingj kitchen utensils, tea, red wine, rice and two sacks of coal. 
Information may be obtai.i:J.ed from the Officer of the Post and from the Mayor 
of Ara.lykh. We reccmmend the guide Ba.be at Akhoura (5 to 10 r. ); each porter; 
5r for the whole excursion. Owing to nomadic Kurds the ascent is not without 
danger; one should take a revolver and ask the Officer of the Post for an 
escort of 9ossacks." 

We thought readers would like this excerpt in typical Baedeker style. 
The map shows that at this date there was a railway line from Baku to Ba.tum 
with a branch line a few miles from the Black Sea coast to Poti, and passing 
through Tiflis. From Tiflis a line runs v:ia Alexandropol to Erivan, and there 
is a branch line from Alexandropol to Kars. La. ter maps show an extension of 
this line to Erzerum. Baedeker mentions .that the railway line from Erivan to 
Alexandropol was still in course of construction, and that there was a postal 
route of 228 versts from Erivan to Ka.rs~ 

Erivan was taken by the Russians i.n 1829 and Kars in 1877. 

A.H.W. 
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AUCTION NOI'ES 

The following realisations were noted recently:-

F:INLAND: Reprints of 1893 5k and 10k 
and block of four 1 Ok of 1856 type, 
and Serpentine roulette 10k pair, 8p., 
20p. and 4,0p •••••••••••••••••••••.•• ( 11 ) 
Est. £5, Realisatio~ £3. 7. 6. 

RUSSIA: 1889-94 horizontally laid paper 
141C- rose and blue, the rare inverted 
centre, S.G.57a, one corner perf. short, 
used with clear dated pmk. ..•.....• (1) 
Est. £75 Not sold 

FAR EASI'ERN REPUBLIC: 1923 SEn'. ALL 
O.G. OR PART O.G. AND SIGNED KOSSAK. 
SAN.501~516 Ainnail ................ (16) 
Est. $1375 Realisation £120.0.0. 

AIR. ESI'ONIA. The collection of Air 
Stamps, comprising 1920 5m. (block 
of eight, and a single), 1923 5m. and 
15m., and set of surcharges in pairs, 
all o. g. or part o. g .•••••••••••••. ( 14) 
Est. £3, Realisation £3. 3. 0. 

RUSSI.AN IiEV.ANr: 1876 ''811 inverted in 
blue on 1 Ok., used; and "8" in black 
on 1 Ok. , pa.rt o. g. vertical pair with 
tete-beche surcharge •••••..•••••••• (3) 
Est. £7.10. 0. Realisation £6. 6. 0. 

RUSSIA AIRMAIL: 1922, CONSULAR FEE 
Sl'.AMPS SEn', s. G. 265-272, ALL O. G. OR · 
PART O. G. WITH FRIEDL EXPERr COMMITTEE 
CERI'IFICATE ...........••••..•.••••• ( 8) 
Est. £140 Realisation £80. 0. O. 

LATVIA: The collection of issues to 1933, do. do. 12m. ON 3R, O.G. AND FlNE, 
all o. g. o-:- part o. g. Air •.. ·· ...... (56) Se.n. 9 ..•••....•..•..•••.••.••..••. ( 1) 
Est. £7, Realisation £9. 9- 0. Est. $500 Realisation £52.10. O. 

do. do .. 12m. ON 3R VARIETY 11REB{11 

INVERTED, S.G.272a, LARGE PART O.G. 
AND FINE •••••••••••••••••••• ; ••••• ( 1 )' 
Est. £350 Realisation £50. O. O. 

At the October auction of the U.S. "David Golden" collection of 
General Wra.ngel ci,vers, many items were secured by our members in Great B:t-itain 
and the U. S.A. Details of sales are not to hand, it is known however that 
prices paid were high. Several lo-:s were withdrawn and later sold by private 
treaty, others did not sell at all. 

J.B. 
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UKRAINIAN I.iE\T ANT 1 91 8. THE ! Ro Q • P • i. T I OVERfRIN'J; S 

By WILLIA}{ E. HUGHES 

The ~hilatelic world is seldom stirred to its depths by references to 
this little issue on the remainders of the magazines at Odessa of the Imperial 
Russian Levant emissions of ·1900, 1903-4, and 1910, but they have an interest. 
I do not know if anyone has used copies, but I have ~ot seen them; having 
regard to the state of affairs in the Black Sea area at the time, this is not 
surprising. The credentials of the issue appear to be in order as the Russian 
Ccmpeny for :Navigation &: Trade were given rights in the mid-nineteenth century 
to have special postage s~mps for use on their ships although the actual date 
of sale is given as February 17th 1918 by Mr. Douglas B • .Armstrong ln •Postage 
Stamps of the Great War and After 1914..:.19 1 published in November 1919 by 
llr.· David Field, London. A booklet 'Catalogue Special de Timbres de ~erre de 
Rusaie', published by ·the 'Librai.rd~ Russe' in Parts about the same time or a 
little later, printed by Yvert &: Tellier, Amie11:.a, gave the number ·and date of 
the Circular authorising the issue as No. 2387a cf 9th September 1918. It t.s 
just possible that the R.O.P.i.T .• overprints and surcruirgea came into 
existence to synchronise mo:-e or less with the adoption of the Trident as 
the official emblem ,:,f the Okra.inian Republic which, according to l{r • .Arrnstrong 
in the same work, came into operatiau as regards ordinary Russian a\amps as 
from. 1 at September 191 8. 

There is a long list of the surcharges in 'Stamp Ccllectingt of 
22nd :March 1919, the list coinciding roughly wi.th that in · Gibb0ns Foreign 
catalogue under 'Russi.an Levant··. :stamp c, .llecting' gaye ·credit to 1vert ~ 
Tellier for the Hat,. which ha,~ beccme m,~re ur less standard in all the leading 
:international catali:gaes. In the :stamp Co:ilecting 1 list the carmine overprint 
was not included, and the same applied tc, the David Field work just mentioned. 
It did appear in the 'Catalogue Special I cf the 'Li.brairie Russe'. , 

In 'Stamp Ccllecting-1 o~ 1 fth August 191 9 the issue bad its peak of 
publicity, as twu para.graphs in the same copy refe:tTed t o these stamps., the 
reas,•n being that the steamer 1CONSTAN1'IN:E 1 uf the Russian Steam Navigation 
Co-npa.ny u~ its arrival at Constantinuple fr,m Russian ports with passengers 
(pr,Jbably refugees) was found tu ha-ve been held-up by a band of brigands, the 
passengers rob'bed and their baggage rif:i..ed. Gold cbin and notes tu the extent 
o? 35,000,000 ruubies, besides jewellery and other valuables, including a 
quantity of the provisional postage stamps refeITed to above were taken. 

Apparently, the operatio11 was worked on the be.sis of Chinese pirate 
work today, sume of the crew being in league with the r0bbers and many people 
on bl.;elrii without pe.pe:r.s. The robbers got of'f the ship before arrival at 
Constantinople. The British Naval authorities were naturally annoyed and held 
up the ship for. an enqui.cy but the results did n0t bP.lp the dispossessed and 
disconsolate passengers. 

The stock rema.fning in 1918 with the Russian qompany for Navigation and 
Trade at ODESSA covered the fclle-rlng values, all wate:rmarked with WAVY LnraS, 
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the 1 kopeck being on horizontally laid paper and the rest on vertically laid 
paper. 1 Rouble perforated 13½ and the others 14½ x 15. 

'A' 4Para. in Blue on 1 kopeck Orange (s.G. 50, Levant 58; Scott, Russia 
46, Levant 27) Became R.O.P.i.T. Blue overprint S.G-- 244, Scott 81. 

'B' 4 Para in Black on 1 kopeck Orange (s.G.Russia 50; Levant 59; Scott, 
Russia 46, Levant 28) becoming R.O.P.i.T. Blue overprint s.G. 243; 
Scott 82. 

'C.' 10 Para. in Red am on 2 kopeck Green (s.G. Russia 65, Levant 65; Scott, 
Russia 56, Levant 31 ) becoming R. 0. P. LT. Blue overprint s. G-- 245, 
Scott 83. 

'D 1 10 Para in Carmine on 2 kopeck Green (not listed separatefy' but originally 
s. G. Russia 65, Levant 65; Scott, Russia 56, and Levant 31 ) becoming 
with the R.O.P.i.T. Blue overprint S.G. 246, Sco~t 84-

'E' 20 para in Blue on 4 kopecks Rose (s. G. Russia 67, Levant 66; Scott, 
Russia 57b and Levant 32) becoming with the R.O.P.i.T. Blue overprint 
s.G. 247, Scott 85~ 

'F' 20 para in Blue on 5 kopecks Purple ( s. G. Russia 68, Levant 86; Scott, 
Russia 58, Levant 200) becoming with R.O.P.i.T. Blue overprint 
s. G. 248, Scott 86. 

'G' 2 piastre in Black on,20 kopecks Blue & Rose (s.G. Russia 72, Levant 68; 
Scott, Russia 63, Levant 34) becoming with R.O.P.i.T. o-rerprint in 
Blue s. G. 249; Scott 87. 

'H' 5 piastres in Rose on 50 kopecks Violet and Green (S. G. Russia 74, 
Levant 69; Scott, Russia 66, Levant 35) becoming with R.O.P.i.T. Blue 
overprint S- G. 250:, Scott 88. 

'I' 7 piastres in Blue on 10 kopecks Orange and Brown (s.G. Russia 75, 
Levant 70; Scott, Russia 67, Levant 36) becoming with R.O.P. i.T. 
overprint in Blue s.G. 251 and Scott 89. 

'J' 10 piastres in Blue on 1 rouble Brown and Orange (s.G. Russia 76, 
Levant 71; Scott, Russia 68, Levant 37) becoming with the R.O.P.i.T. 
overprint in Blue S.G. 252 and Scott 90. 

The numbers given for the above 10 items are approximately 35,000; 
3,500; 500; 300; 3,500; 1,700; 17,000; 3,000; 10,000. 

It is to be remembered that sc·ott lists the R. O. P. LT. overprints 
un:ier 1 UKRAINE ' 

R.O.P.i.T. Overprints in BLACK 
The foregoing 'A' to 'J' stamps were now overprinted with R.O.P. i. T. 

in BLACK and new values in Turkish currency. 



'A I stamps surcharged with new values½, 1, 1 12, 2, 1 22, 3 and 5 piastres to the 
number of appro1eima.tely 35,000 in each case. 

'B' stamps surcharged with new ·values ½, 1, 1 12, 2, 2½, 3 and 5 piastres to the 
extent of approximately 3,500 in each case. 

'C I stamps surcharged with new values 1 1, 1 2, 2½, 3 and 5 piastres, 2, 12, 
approximately 5,000 in each case. 

'D' stamps were surcharged with new values,½, 1, 1½, 2, 2½, 3 and 5 piastres 
to the extent of about 300 copies in each case. This stamp seems to be 
something of a freak as the C.AIMINE surcharge is not listed in respect of 
the underlying Levant stamps; its existence is unquestionable. The 
variety may have lain for years in the Odessa vaults before being noticed. 

'E' stamps were surcharged with new values½, 1, 1½, 2, 2½, 3 and 5 piastres~ 
approximately 35,000 copies in each case. 

'F' stamps surcharged with new values½. 1, 1½, 2, 2½. 3 and 5 piastres; about 
1,700 in each case. 

'G' stamps were surcharged with nar values 2½. 3 and 5 piastres in each case; 
about 35,000 in each case. 

1H1 stamps surcharged 10 piastres, to about 20,000 copies. 

'I' stamps surcharged 10 piastres, to about 18,000 copies. 

'J' stamps were surcharged with new values 20 piastres and 30 piastres, to the 
extent of about 5,000 and 4,000 copies. 

Stamp 'H' exists withR.O.P.I.T." in Blue surcharged 10 pi in Black. 
Included in total above. 

Other stamps of the series are: 

'K' 50 pi on 35 pi on 3½ Roubles Black and Grey. Originally Russian stamp 
s. G. 77, Scott 69. Levant Gibbons 72, Scott 14-0, to 2,500 copies approximately. 

'L 1 100 pi en 70 pi on 7 Roubles Black and Yellow. Originally Russian stamp 
~- G. 78, Scott "/0; Levant Gibbons 73, Scott 141, to 2,000 copies approximately. 

'K! and 'L' have WAVY LINES watermark, horizontally laid paper. 

VARIETIES 
In the R. 0. P. i. T. o-.,erprint, which seems, in the case of the kopeck 

values at any rate, tc, have been done in a separate operation fro:n the 
surcharging , the most noticeable of the odd variations are 

· 'Comma for stop I after the first letter. 
'Missing stops' after either 2nd, 3rd or 5th letters. 

Some of these missing stiJps may have been caused by lack of pressure in the 
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printing machine, O!" perhaps supplies of ink ran low~ 

In the large overprint on 1 Rouble stamp, the 1P 1 in one instance has 
a broken top; this appears in the t~e suroha.rges, 10 ·pi, 20 pi and 30 pi. 

As to the suroharges, all the values surcharged 1½ and 2½ pi are lmown 
with the 1 of' ½ missing. Why this should be so I cannot guess, unless the ½ 
was made of three items, and one f'ell of'f'. If' this were so, one might have 
expected the values surcharged½ pi also to show examples of the '1' missing, 
but I have no record of' reports o-f such happening-. 

Gibbons and Scott list a couple of' items with 'surcharge inverted', 
and these do not seem to be common. 

There are a £ew varieties of surcharge in the 10 pi on 5 pi on 
50 kopeck (both with the Black and the Blue R. 0. P. i. T. as well as the 10 pi on 
7 pi on 70 kopeck, viz: 

Inverted 'i' in 'pi' 
Line under 'pi' 
No dot to I i' 

There is also a wide '0' variety among the 10 pi on 7 pi on 70 kopecks. 

The 20 pi on 1 0 pi on 1 rouble has a small '0' in '20' and also '20' 
in differing types. 

The big hit of the 30 pi on 10 pi on 1 rouble is the variety '03' for 
'30'. 

In the surcharges on kopeck values, a small proportion 0£ the '1 's in 
'i pi', 11½ pi' and '10 pi' are to be £ound with f'lat instead of curved 
serifs. 
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ANOTHER SIX &::ARCE RlsrMARKS 

By DR. ALFRED H. \\OR.rMAN 

18. 

Vfe regret that the illustrations in the last Scarce Postmarks article 
were so poorly executed. Owing to a misunderstanding my own rough drawings 
were reprr,dUoed _instead of new ones. They were however, near enough :for 
identification purposes, with the exception of Fig. 10 which was of course, 
incomplete. The words within the double circle should read "L'.ENINGRADO VI 
~LETARIA ESPERANrO-KONGRESO". 

Six mere postmarks fro!Il my own collection are described here and as 
no reader has contributed any others it is not intended to cnntinue this 
series at present. Most nf the ether postmarks which I have, and which could 
fairly be desur:ibed. as scarce, belong tu special groups, such as early 
railway postmarks, campaign. postmarks and postage due marks, a] l cf which wiU 
eventually be dealt with in articles specially devoted to their subjects. 

Mr. Wm. Stephen o:f Aberlour, Scotland, has a Russian :friend who:: 
suggested. that "P. T. FIAK" in postmark Nn.11 in the last number of this 
Jpurnal (p. 22.5) might stand for 11P.T. Filialnaya Kontora'' or Post and Telegraph 
Branch Offwe. The absence of a full stop in the wo·:'d. is rather against thi.f'., 
but there is no full stop ill!:!: it either. His :friend confirms what we said 
abr,ut the P,. st Offices being closed on 1 st Ji:\ nuary as well as all private and 
aJJ C'ther gcvernment offices in Russia. 

13. sr. PErERSBURG. 1 841t 
This early Town Pest postmark, reading "St. Petersburg. 2 o'clock 

50 A'..lg. 184411 resembles Nos. 4 and 5, Tablt=, IX in Prigara 's book and which he 



copied from Goldsteger and Schmidt's work on the Town Posts of st.Petersburg 
and Moscow. It is on a cover addressed to Slonim with MS "20 11 representing 
postage, an~ there is no arrival postmark. 

14. . MOSCOW CElffRAL DIVISION 
This is another Town Post postmark, reading "MOSK.. TsmiTRA.LNOE 

orDIEI»JIE" in the double circle and 111867 Avgus. 23 2 Chasa" in the centre. 
'1:he unusual form of abbreviation of the wozds "Moscow" and"August" give it 
a very antique look. It is the arrival podtmark on a letter from Revel 
bearing a 10k stamp with horizontally laid lines and cancelled with a double 
circular dated Revel postmark dated 19 Aug. 1867 and with an arabesque at the 
foot. 

15. ODESSA. 9 O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING 
This postmark occurs on a 3k stamp and as it is much bigger than the 

stamp it is incomplete, but all the relevant details are there. It reads in 
full "Odessa 1 3 III 18 - 97 9 o'clock in the evening." 

16. WARSAW. 3rd TOWN DIVISION. 
Yet another Town Post cancellation this reads in Russian "VARSHAVA 

22 VIII 1907 3 GOR CYrD." in three straight lines within a single circle. It 
cancels three 25k and one 20k arms type stamps in two strikes on a piece of a 
parcel card. 

1 7. HCY.rEL BRISTOL. EKATERINOSIA V 
Two 10k arms type stamps stuck over the flap of a cover are cancelled 

with this postmark dated 7. 3~ 16. The cover is addressed to the I)mish Red 
Oros~ Prisoners of War Agency in Copenhagen, and as is usual at that time with 
covers addressed abroad, it has two Registration labels, one with "R Ekaterinoslav 
Gost. Bristol" in Le.tin letters, stuck over the corresponding label in Russian. 
It wou}d seem that the Hotel Bristol either housed prisoners of war or was the 
Headquarters of a prisoners of war camp, and had its own post office. 

18~ VAPNIARKA RAIUVAY srN. 
This post1LB.rk occurs on one of thos~ 1922 covers which has the reverse 

liberally plastered ever with stamps, in this case 60 5k a:nns type perf. stamps 
sold at 100 times face value and representing 300r Registered postage. It is 
addressed to the Federation of Ukrainian Jews in London. The drawing 
represents the postmark as seen on t 1:n f,:1.ce of tr.e cover. ;rt reads "VAPNI.ARSCOE 
ZHELIEZNODOROZHN. P.O." meaning "VAPNIARKA RAILWAY P(OSTAL) D(IVISION)" within 
a single circle and has in manuscript in the centre "28 19 llI 22". The stamps 
on the reverse are cancelled with the postmark without MS date. This kind of 
postmark was usually put on at a railway station. 
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u.s.s.R. NOTES 

By H. C. RAINDL"E 

My fairly comprehensive collection of modem Russia, covering most of 
the issues to date, shows particularly in the war issues, a decided falling 
off in the quality of workmanship~ Rough perforations, inferior paper and 
poo~ printing are very noticeable. There are also several quite dis~inct 
colour variations that may be worth; noting and below they are listed. 

The deterioration is probably due to war-time restrictionst the 
employment of unskilled workers ( including women) with la.ck of 1:,.dequa te 
supervision and heavy pressure. 

NOIMAL 

1. S.G~969. Scott 842 
45 Kop. Blue-green 

2. s. G• 1013- Scott 886 
30 Kop. Ultramarine 

3. S.G.101~. Scott 888 
1 Rouble. Yellow-Green 

4- S- G. 1 0Q5- Scott 966 
30·Kop. Slate-green 

5. S.G.1112. Scott 987 
30 Kop; Violet-Blue 

6. S.G.1024- Scott 906 
60 Kap. Blue. 

7- S.G.1522- Scott -
40 Kop. · Brown. 

8. S.G.1066. Scott 921 
Black, red and blue. 

9- S.G.1128. Scott 99L 
3 Rouble Brown-red. 

VARIATION 
The whole stamp is a vivid blue-green. (instead 
of dull) and the whole paper is tinted green so 
that no white shows as in the nonnal. The paper 
is thin. 

Appears in a distinct greenish blue, on paper 
tinted blue. 

This appears in a very deep shade of green. 

A most striking blue-green, with the green 
tinge predominating over the "whites" of the 
nonne.1. The back of the stamp is bluish. 

I have this on cover in a distinct green
blue. 

Again a green-blue shade, showing through to 
the back of' the stamp. 

This appears on paper tinted brown, also with 
a very irregular perforation. This irregularity 
also appears in the 1 Rouble. Bottom right 
comer of' sheet in each case. 

Lef't hand tablet contains a series ,:)f' small green 
dots (nonnal plain white) 

I have this in pair the right-hand copy shows 
a complete break in the first letter of the 
overprint which appears as ":C.:." instead of' 11 :n: 11 , 

with third letter of' the second line as "l>" instead 
of "B". 
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